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Abstract 

High-grade serous ovarian cancer (HGSC) is the most prevalent epithelial ovarian cancer 

characterized by late detection, metastasis and resistance to chemotherapy. Previous studies on 

the tumour immune microenvironment in HGSC identified STAT1 and CXCL10 as the most 

differentially expressed genes between treatment naïve chemotherapy resistant and sensitive 

tumours. Interferon-induced STAT1 is a transcription factor, which induces many genes including 

tumour suppressor genes and those involved in recruitment of immune cells to the tumour 

immune microenvironment (TME), including CXCL10. CXCL10 is a chemokine that recruits 

tumour infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and exhibits angiostatic function. The current study was 

performed to determine the effects of differential STAT1 and CXCL10 expression on HGSC 

disease progression and TME. STAT1 expression and intratumoural CD8+ T cells were evaluated 

as prognostic and predictive biomarkers via immunohistochemistry on 734 HGSC tumours 

accrued from the Terry Fox Research Institute-Canadian Ovarian Experimental Unified Resource. 

The combined effect of STAT1 expression and CD8+ TIL density was confirmed as prognostic 

and predictive companion biomarkers in the second independent biomarker validation study. 

Significant positive correlation between STAT1 expression and intratumoral CD8+ TIL density 

was observed. The effects of enforced CXCL10 expression on HGSC tumour growth, vasculature 

and immune tumour microenvironment were studied in the ID8 mouse ovarian cancer cell 

engraftment in immunocompetent C57BL/6 mice. Significant decrease in tumour progression in 

mice injected with ID8 CXCL10 overexpressing cells compared to mice injected with ID8 vector 

control cells was observed. Multiplexed cytokine analysis of ascites showed differential 

expression of IL-6, VEGF and CXCL9 between the two groups. Endothelial cell marker staining 

showed differences in tumour vasculature between the two groups. Immune transcriptomic 

profiling identified distinct expression profiles in genes associated with cytokines, chemokines, 

interferons, T cell function and apoptosis between the two groups. These findings provide 
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evidence that STAT1 is an independent biomarker and in combination with CD8+ TIL density 

could be applied as novel immune-based biomarkers in HGSC. These results provide the basis for 

future studies aimed at understanding mechanisms underlying differential tumour STAT1 and 

CXCL10 expression and its role in pre-existing tumour immunologic diversity, thus potentially 

contributing to biomarker guided immune modulatory therapies. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Ovarian Cancer (OvCa) 

Ovarian cancer (OvCa) is a leading cause of deaths due to gynecologic malignancies in women 

across the world. There is a global incidence of 239,000 OvCa cases and 152,000 OvCa related 

deaths per year1. The term OvCa is generally applied to a group of distinct diseases with various 

histopathological and molecular characteristics sharing the same anatomical location2,3. 

Approximately 25% of OvCa cases arise from the germ cell with the most common type being 

mature teratoma3. Six percent of OvCa cases arise from the stromal compartment with the most 

common type being granulosa cell tumours3. Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) accounts for the 

majority of OvCa and is the fourth leading cause of gynecological cancer-associated deaths in 

North America3,4. As per the 2015 estimates, 2,800 Canadian women were expected to be 

diagnosed with ovarian cancer and 1,750 are predicted to die from the disease (www.cancer.ca). 

Twenty-five percent of EOC cases are of hereditary origin, which are indicated by presentation at 

a younger age, multiple primary tumours and a family history of malignancy inherited in an 

autosomal dominant fashion5. The two most common syndromes that are related to hereditary 

EOC are hereditary breast ovarian cancer syndrome and Lynch syndrome5. Hereditary breast 

ovarian cancer syndrome accounts for 80% of hereditary EOC cases and is associated with breast 

cancer 1/2 (BRCA1/2) mutations5. Lynch syndrome accounts for 10-15% of hereditary EOC cases 

and is associated with genes encoding for DNA mismatch repair proteins5. Remaining cases of 

EOC, which develop sporadically, are genetically diverse5. EOC is classified into two major 

types, low-grade and high-grade, which are further categorized histopathologically as 

endometrioid, mucinous, clear cell and serous occurring in both Type I and Type II EOC6,7. Low-

grade ovarian cancer is slow-growing and chromosomally stable, whereas high-grade ovarian 
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cancer is more aggressive, fast-growing, exhibits high genomic instability and lacks identifiable 

diagnostic biomarkers6. 

1.2 High-Grade Serous Ovarian Cancer (HGSC) 

High-grade serous ovarian cancer (HGSC) is the most prevalent EOC8. Mutations in the tumour 

protein 53 (TP53) gene are found in over 90% of HGSC tumours7. 20% of HGSC patients have 

mutations in either BRCA1 or BRCA2 which makes up the majority of germline and somatic 

BRCA1/2 mutations based OvCa cases7,9. The site of origin of HGSC has been a topic of great 

interest in understanding its development and progression. Historically, it was believed that 

HGSC originated on the ovarian surface epithelium10. However, recent reports suggest that the 

fallopian tube epithelium may be the tissue of origin6,10,11. Furthermore, it has been reported that 

mutations in TP53 occur in paired box gene 8 positive fallopian tube secretory epithelial cells 

which in turn develop into serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma6,11. These serous tubal 

intraepithelial carcinomas eventually transform, lose their epithelial architecture, migrate to the 

ovaries and establish as OvCa6,11. In addition to TP53 mutations, copy number alterations in 

cyclin E1, v-myc avian myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog, telomerase reserve 

transcriptase and neurofibromin 1 are also associated with HGSC tumours12. Based on 

transcriptomic analysis of the Australian Ovarian Cancer cohort and the Cancer Genome Atlas 

Research Network, Tothill et al. reported the presence of four molecular subtypes in HGSC 

tumours: mesenchymal (C1), immunoreactive (C2), differentiated (C4), and proliferative (C5)12–

14. The other two molecular subtypes, C3 and C6, are associated with low-grade OvCa14. The 

Classification of Ovarian Cancer was further developed as a method to predict HGSC patients 

outcomes12. The Classification of Ovarian Cancer uses the expression of 198 genes to determine 

HGSC subtypes as well as patient survival12. The immunoreactive, C2 subtype is characterized by 

increased expression of CXC-motif chemokine ligand (CXCL)10 and CXCL11 and their 

receptors; and has been shown to have the longest overall survival (OS) compared to the other 
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subtypes13,15. Additionally, BRCA1 mutations and increased infiltration of CD8+ T cells are 

commonly associated with this subtype16,17.  The differentiated subtype has increased expression 

of ovarian tumour markers, mucin 1 and cancer antigen-125 (CA-125)13. On the other hand, the 

proliferative subtype has decreased expression of mucin 1 and CA-125, in addition to increased 

transcription factor expression and high expression of proliferative markers such as 

minichromosome maintenance complex component 2 and proliferating cell nuclear antigen13. 

High expression of homeobox associated genes and increased stromal components characterize 

the mesenchymal subtype and it has been shown to have the shortest OS13,15,18. Given the 

complexity and heterogeneous nature of HGSC, the optimal management of HGSC has been 

challenging with little improvement in its 5 year survival rate over the past 30 years2,11.   

1.2.1 Treatment of HGSC and the Problem of Chemotherapy Resistance 

Disease staging in EOC is performed using the International Federation of Gynecology and 

Obstetrics guidelines19. Stage I tumours are confined to the ovaries and fallopian tubes, Stage II 

extend to the uterus and pelvic intraperitoneal tissue. Stage III have metastasized to 

retroperitoneal lymph nodes and/or to extrapelvic peritoneum and Stage IV disease is 

characterized by distant metastases19. The majority of patients with HGSC are diagnosed at 

Stages III and IV where peritoneal or distant metastasis, respectively, has already occurred20,21. 

Treatment of HGSC currently consists of cyto-reductive surgery to remove the tumour followed 

by intravenous administration of adjuvant combination chemotherapy using platinum- and taxol-

based drugs (Figure 1.1)4,22. Currently, administration of platinum-based drugs on day 1  followed 

by weekly doses of taxol-based drugs for either a continuous 21-day or 28-day (with one week 

without treatment) is the standard of care23,24.  

Platinum-based chemotherapy functions by binding to DNA to activate signal-transduction 

pathways involved in DNA-damage recognition and repair, cell-cycle arrest and programmed cell 

death25. Taxol-based chemotherapy interferes with spindle microtubule dynamics leading to cell 
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cycle arrest and apoptosis26. There are newer treatment options currently available for HGSC 

including neoadjuvant chemotherapy, poly ADP-ribose polymerase inhibitors and anti-angiogenic 

therapy such as bevacizumab7,23. Poly ADP-ribose polymerase inhibitors have been shown to 

cause significant tumour reduction as they prevent tumours from repairing spontaneous DNA 

damage and thus increases patient progression free survival (PFS)7. A specific poly ADP-ribose 

polymerase inhibitor, olaparib, is currently in use to treat OvCa patients with BRCA1/BRCA2 

mutations27. Bevacizumab, a monoclonal anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

antibody, has been used in addition to chemotherapy which has been shown to improve patient 

PFS7. Despite these newer treatment options, there has been limited success in improving HGSC 

patient OS11.  

Previously it has been reported that more than 70% of patients show resistance to the 

chemotherapy drugs, creating a major hurdle in HGSC management21. Clinically, 

chemoresistance can be defined as, a) intrinsic resistance where the tumour is resistant to 

chemotherapy without previous exposure to chemotherapeutic drugs and b) acquired resistance 

where the tumour is resistant to chemotherapy after being exposed to chemotherapeutic drugs28. 

The clinical definition of chemoresistance is based on disease recurrence and PFS in HGSC 

(Figure 1.1)8,28,29. Twenty to 30% of patients are platinum refractory meaning that they will 

continue to progress while receiving first-line chemotherapy8. Twenty-five percent of patients are 

platinum resistant and have a PFS interval of less than 6 months from initiation or completion of 

chemotherapy8,28,29. The remaining patients are platinum sensitive with a PFS interval more than 

6 months after completion of chemotherapy8,28,29. 

In order to overcome this high recurrence rate, the initial treatment must be effective in 

eliminating enough cancer cells in the “minimal residual disease” state to reduce chances of 

recurrence30. It has been shown that patients with microscopic residual disease after cyto-

reductive surgery have the best OS and PFS compared to patients who have measurable residual 
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disease31. In order to reduce the rate of recurrence, the chemosensitivity of the remaining tumour 

cells needs to be increased and/or the alteration of chemoresistant tumour cells into 

chemosensitive cells is required30. Over the past three decades the focus of numerous studies has 

been on increasing the 5-year survival rates via enhancing the response to chemotherapy, 

unfortunately only modest improvements have been made over the past three decades30. 
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Figure 1.1 Treatment and classification of chemotherapy resistance for HGSC patients 

Patients with HGSC are treated with cyto-reductive surgery followed by combination 

chemotherapy or platinum and taxol-based drugs4,22. If the disease progresses during 

chemotherapy treatment, the disease is classified as platinum refractory8. If there is disease 

recurrence within 6 months from the end of treatment, it is classified as platinum resistant8. If the 

disease recurs, at all, after 6 months from the end of treatment, it is classified as platinum 

sensitive8. 
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1.3 Current state of biomarkers for HGSC management 

A major unmet challenge in HGSC management is the identification of specific clinically 

validated diagnostic, prognostic and response predictive biomarkers. Currently, there are only two 

US Food and Drug Adminstration approved biomarkers for EOC, CA-125 and human epididymis 

secretory protein 4 (HE-4)32,33. As a serum biomarker, CA-125 is used to diagnose and monitor 

EOC patients during treatment and follow-up for recurrent disease34,35. However, CA-125 has 

been found to be elevated in non-ovarian related conditions34–36. Furthermore, CA-125 is 

expressed only in 80% of ovarian cancer cells and only in 50% of EOC patients in early stages, 

indicating a need for biomarkers with improved sensitivity and specificity34–36. HE-4 is also a 

serum biomarker expressed only by serous and endometrioid EOC, thus exhibits an increased 

specificity over CA-12534. In combination with CA-125, HE-4 has been found to be an accurate 

detector of EOC34–36. There have been a number of studies conducted in attempts to identify 

potential prognostic and predictive biomarkers for HGSC. For example, genomic analysis of 

HGSC has found that increased copy numbers of cyclin E1 was associated with poor intrinsic 

response to chemotherapy37. Another study reported that the inactivation of the tumour suppressor 

genes, retinoblastoma 1, neurofibromin 1, RAD51B and phosphatase and tensin homolog, was 

associated with the development of acquired resistance in HGSC38. The insulin-like growth factor 

1/phosphoinositide 3-kinase/nuclear factor κB/extracellular signal-regulated kinase signaling 

network has been reported as a distinguishing gene networks between chemosensitive and 

chemoresistance groups of HGSC39. Similarly, biomarker studies based on epigenetic profiling of 

EOC have also reported potential prognostic and predictive biomarkers. For example, Yang et al. 

found that the expression of microRNA-214 in EOC patients was associated with increased cell 

proliferation and cisplatin resistance40. By using inhibitors of downstream targets of microRNA-

214, phosphatase and tensin homolog and AKT serine/threonine kinase 1, they reported a 

reduction in HGSC cell survival and an increase in response to chemotherapy40. Zhang et al. 
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reported that decreased expression of microRNA-510 and microRNA-129-3p were associated 

with poor prognosis in EOC patients41. Chen et al., using a novel computational approach called 

PSFinder, found three specific gene profiles using 61 transcript isoforms42. Two of the profiles 

were associated with poor survival and one indicates good survival42. The two profiles associated 

with poor survival were characterized by increased overall hypermethylation and stroma-related 

genes42.  

In addition to intrinsic tumour cell effects on disease progression and response to chemotherapy, 

the tumour immune microenvironment (TME) has been shown to play a role in cancer 

progression28,43–46. Thus, there has also been growing interest in studying biomarkers related to 

the HGSC TME. Expression of circulating interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-12 and IL-13 has 

been shown to be associated with the risk of developing EOC47. Toll-like receptor-4 signaling by 

EOC cells has been found to help promote a pro-inflammatory environment leading to tumour 

survival and chemoresistance48. Finally, using cytokine profiling, it was found that levels of 

interferon-gamma (IFNγ) in the ascites could be used as a prognostic marker in EOC49. 

Unfortunately, HGSC is a heterogeneous disease, which adds to the complexity of biomarker 

discovery and validation, thus many biomarker studies are unable to attain clinical translation2,50.  

1.4 Tumour Immune Microenvironment (TME) 

As evident from the recent renaissance and breakthroughs in the field of tumour immunology, 

harnessing the immune system to improve immune-mediated tumour destruction has led to 

improved management of various cancers51. Cancer immunoediting is the effect of the immune 

system on cancer development, either promoting or suppressing its progression and plays a 

crucial role in mediating therapeutic sensitivity 46. Three phases of cancer immunoediting: 

elimination, equilibrium and escape, have been described45. In the elimination phase, the TME 

plays a role in eliminating tumour cells that are recognizable by immune cells45. Tumourigenic 

cells exhibiting immune escape mechanisms enter the equilibrium phase where they exist in a 
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dormant state but have yet to proliferate46. Alterations in the TME, such as a shift to an 

immunosuppressive environment or genetic instability of the tumour cells leading to reduction in 

immune recognition, could also trigger cancer cell immune escape45,46. These cells proliferate and 

create tumours that are unrecognizable by the immune system45,46. Furthermore, it has been 

shown that tumours can alter the levels of cytokines produced by the immune cells in order to 

create a “chemoresistance niche” allowing these tumour cells to resist chemotherapy 52. On the 

other hand, the immune system can also play a positive role in increasing chemosensitivity in 

tumour cells. Given the conflicting roles the immune system can play in chemoresistance, it is 

important to study the variations in TME in HGSC to determine factors that are associated with 

increased chemosensitivity. 

1.4.1 Immune cell composition of the TME 

The TME consists of both cellular and molecular components. The cellular component of the 

TME is constituted by innate and adaptive immune cells such as T cells (CD4+ and CD8+ and 

their subsets), dendritic cells, natural killer cells, macrophages and B cells53,54. The immune cell 

density in the TME has been shown to correlate with prognosis and response to therapy in a 

variety of different cancers including breast and colorectal cancer55–59. For example, the 

immunoscore is a recently developed prognostic tool developed for colorectal cancer which uses 

tumour-infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) density, specifically CD3+ T cells, CD8+ T cells and 

CD45RO+ memory T cells, and the ratios between each cell type to predict prognosis and guide 

therapy60,61. Currently, pathologists use the tumour, lymph nodes, metastasis staging method for 

colorectal cancer, which uses tumour burden, presence of cancer cells in lymph nodes and distant 

metastasis to predict patient prognosis60,61. However, immunoscore has been shown to be superior 

to TNM staging for colorectal cancer60,61. In HGSC, the abundance and spatial organization of 

TILs in the epithelial versus stromal compartments has been associated with better prognosis62. 

For example, it has been reported that the presence of CD20+ B cells in addition to CD8+ T cells 
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increases prognosis in HGSC cases17,63. B cells, however, have also been shown to play a 

negative role in patient prognosis in some cancers such as squamous cell carcinoma64,65. High 

numbers of CD138+ plasma cells have also been found to be associated with poor OS in EOC65. 

Furthermore, patients, who have both high CD138+ plasma cells and CD20+ B cells, have a 

significantly lower OS than patients who only have high infiltration of CD138+ plasma cells65. 

Immune cell function also plays a major role in HGSC prognosis and response to therapy. For 

example, dendritic cells which express CD103 and have a low expression of Lair-1, an inhibitory 

receptor, have been found to retain the ability to activate tumour specific T cells in late stage 

HGSC66. Alternatively, high expression of Lair-1 on dendritic cells has been reported to express 

the programmed death ligand-1 (PD-L1) 66. The binding of PD-L1 to program death receptor-1 

(PD-1) on CD8+ T cells leading to their dysfunction66. Both M1 and M2 macrophage phenotypes 

associate with the TME. M1 macrophages are usually associated with limiting tumour growth by 

secreting immunostimulatory cytokines and chemokines, whereas M2 macrophages are 

associated with promoting tumour growth through immune suppression67–69. It has been found 

that low expression of CD163, a marker for the M2 macrophage, was associated with a longer 

PFS and OS in EOC patients67. Additionally, increased infiltration of M1 macrophages compared 

to M2 macrophages in the TME has been reported to be associated with increased OS in EOC70.  

1.4.2 CD8+ T cells in the TME of HGSC  

T cells, similar to other immune cells, play a dual role in the TME of HGSC. Zhang et al. found 

that increased presence of intratumoural T cells was associated with longer PFS and OS in 

EOC20. Further studies showed that specifically the presence of CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells 

was associated with better prognosis in EOC17,71,72. On the other hand, the presence of T 

regulatory cells, a subset of CD4+ T cells, has been shown to have a negative effect on prognosis, 

creating an immune suppressive environment and helping to promote tumour proliferation73. 

Specifically, the ratio of tumour-infiltrating CD8+ T cells to T regulatory cells has been shown to 
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be related to clinical outcomes in HGSC74. The activation status of the T cells has also been found 

to affect their prognostic relevance. For example, Wouters et al. showed that the presence of 

CD8+ CD27+ T cells in the TME is significantly associated with better prognosis75. CD27 is an 

activation marker for CD8+ T cells indicating recent activation and less differentiation75. 

Furthermore, the infiltration of CD8+  CD103+ T cells was associated with better patient survival 

and the infiltration of CD8+ CD103- was associated with decreased patient survival equivalent to 

low CD8+ T cell infiltration in HGSC76. CD103 is an activation marker that is expressed mainly 

on intraepithelial T cells76. Tumour cells are more sensitive to granzyme B produced by tumour-

specific CD8+ T cells after exposure to chemotherapy, indicating the need for activated CD8+ T 

cells in the TME to work synergistically to eliminate tumour cells77. CD8+ T cells, specifically 

cytotoxic T cells, are essential components of anti-tumour immune responses. In cancer 

immunoediting, CD8+ T cells are involved in recognizing the tumour antigens and destroying 

recognizable cells in the elimination phase45,46,78. This process begins with naïve CD8+ T cells 

being primed to these tumour antigens by antigen presenting cells in secondary lymphoid organs 

such as the spleen and lymph nodes79. After a T cell is primed, it will undergo a clonal expansion 

to increase the number of T cells that can recognize this tumour antigen79. Using a combination of 

cytokines and other immune cells, such as CD4+ T helper cells, these tumour specific CD8+ T 

cells are able to eliminate recognizable tumour cells79. Furthermore, once these mature 

differentiated T cells are at the appropriate site, they produce cytokines or chemokines to elicit a 

stronger immune response by recruiting more immune cells, as well as increase T cell priming80. 

However, as the tumour progresses and enters the escape phase of immunoediting, these CD8+ T 

cells can lose their ability to recognize these tumour cells, which may be due to a loss of the 

specific antigen that these T cells are primed for or loss of the major histocompatability complex 

class I molecule on the tumours80,81. Furthermore, the tumours are able to inhibit the function of 

these CD8+ T cells, even if they are able to recognize tumour antigens, using inhibitory 
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mechanisms such as the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway and recruitment of T regulatory cells73,82–84. The 

focus of many immunotherapies has been on the reactivation of tumour antigen specific CD8+ T 

cells and increasing the number of CD8+ cells in the TME80,81. 

1.4.3 Secreted Factors in the TME 

The molecular compartment of the TME consists of cytokines and growth factors, which  either 

play a role in stimulating or suppressing the immune system53. Additionally, these effector 

molecules which are secreted by both tumour and immune cells can mediate tumour progression, 

metastasis and/or response to therapy46. For example, in breast cancer, IL-10, which is secreted 

by T regulatory cells, has been reported to be involved in tumour growth as well as chemotherapy 

resistance85. Transforming growth factor-beta is another cytokine with immune suppressive 

functions86. It inhibits IL-2 and IL-12, resulting in a reduction in T cell function as well as B cell 

function and, when found at high concentrations in breast cancer patients, is indicative of poor 

prognosis86. The tumour necrosis factor network, tumour necrosis factor, CXCL12, and IL-6, has 

been identified in HGSC to be involved in angiogenesis, infiltration of myeloid cells and NOTCH 

signaling87. IL-6 and VEGF are protumourigenic cytokines involved in promoting cell growth and 

survival as well as angiogenesis and at high levels in the ascites and sera of HGSC patients 

indicate poor prognosis87–93 These secreted factors can also be used as immunomodulatory 

therapies. For example, IL-2 is an interleukin which induces T cell maturation and is currently 

being tested as a potential immunotherapy for EOC patients86,94,95.  Patients who responded to IL-

2 treatment had increased levels of active cytotoxic T cells and longer OS94. 

Interferons are a set of cytokines induced by the innate immune system in response to pathogen or 

danger associated molecular patterns and have pleiotropic effects activating multiple gene 

signaling pathways96. There are three types of interferons, Type I which consists of IFNα and 

IFNβ, Type II which consists of IFNγ and Type III which consists of IFNλ96. Type I interferons 

(IFN1) are produced by most cell types and are involved in antiviral, anti-proliferative and 
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immunomodulatory effects97,98. In cancer, IFN1 play a role in activating the innate immune 

response to recognize tumour cells and to begin antigen presentation98,99. Type II interferons 

(IFN2) are mainly produced by immune cells but their receptor can be found on all types of 

cells97. IFNγ is a major immunostimulatory cytokine, having multiple functions including 

activating macrophages, increasing antigen presentation and inhibiting immunosuppressive 

cytokines86. However, IFNγ has also been reported to have immunosuppressive effects. For 

example, IFNγ can induce the production of PD-L1 in cancer cells, which interacts with PD-1 on 

T cells to inhibit T cell function82,83,100,101. IFNλ is the most recently discovered type of interferon 

and has been shown to be involved in antiviral response, although its signaling pathways have yet 

to be established96,102. Interferons bind to specific cell surface receptors and activate the Janus 

kinase signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK-STAT) pathway97,102. The JAK-

STAT pathway leads to the transcription of a set of genes called the interferon-stimulated genes97. 

There are multiple types of JAKs and STATs and the combination of these into a complex 

determines downstream pathways97. For example, JAK1/2 activated by IFNγ, as well as IFN1, 

leads to the homodimerization of STAT1 which induces genes involved in tumour suppression, 

such as p21 WAF1/CIP1and p27.Kip1, specifically inhibiting tumour growth and angiogenesis as 

well as immunosurvelliance97,102,103. Furthermore, the STAT1 homodimers can activate the 

transcription of genes encoding chemokines promoting the recruitment of TILs to the 

TME96,104,105. The phosphorylation status of STAT1 is also important as it alters the genes 

induced by STAT1106–108. Unphosphorylated STAT1 can induce genes associated with pro-

survival cell functions and resistance to genotoxic stress106–108. Alternatively, activation via IFN1 

can also led to STAT1: STAT3 heterodimerization, which reduces the amount of STAT1 

available to form homodimers109–112.    

Chemokines are cytokines that recruit cells, specifically immune cells, to their sites of 

induction113. They are also involved in inflammation via induction of adhesion molecules to allow 
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for leukocyte extravasation114. There are four groups of chemokines, CXC, CC, CX3C and C, 

based on the position of the conserved cysteine residue113,115. Chemokines plays a major role in 

the TME of a multitude of cancers. For example, in gastric cancer, CXCL12 has been shown to 

play a role in recruiting a variety of immunosuppressive cells to create a favourable TME116. The 

CXCL12/CXC chemokine receptor (CXCR) 4 signaling pathway has also been shown to play a 

role in metastasis in breast cancer117 and is associated with poor survival in EOC patients118. 

Furthermore, C-C motif chemokine ligand 5 expression plays a role in directly affecting TILs by 

enhancing the ability of T regulatory cells to inhibit CD8+ T cells through transforming growth 

factor β signaling in colon cancer119. In contrast, CXCL9 plays an immune stimulatory role in 

colorectal cancer as it is involved in recruiting memory T cells to the TME120. In addition to their 

roles specific to the immune system, chemokines also play a role in angiogenesis, controlling the 

development of blood vessels in a variety of tumour types117. 

1.4.4 The role of CXCL10 and STAT1 in the TME and response to therapy   

IFNγ is a key mediator of antitumour responses via targeting both tumour cells and hematopoetic 

cells45. IFNγ activates STAT1, which induces the production of the chemokine CXCL10, in 

addition to CXCL9 and CXCL11, which all bind to a common receptor CXCR379,105. CXCL10 is 

a TIL recruiting CXC chemokine, that plays a significant role in HGSC and other cancers121. 

During viral infections, CD4+ T helper cells, specifically T helper 1 cells, secrete IFNγ to induce 

infected cells to produce CXCL10 to recruit T cells with the CXCR3 receptor43,79. IFN1 can also 

activate CXCL10 production via STAT1 through the induction of toll-like receptors found on 

innate immune cells122. CXCL10 has been shown to play a role in TIL recruitment to the TME in 

multiple cancers including HGSC and colorectal cancer121. Outside of TIL recruitment, CXCL10 

has been established as an angiostatic chemokine, preventing the formation of blood vessels 

during tumour growth115. Interestingly, recent studies in breast cancer also show that an increase 

in the expression of CXCL10 and STAT1 is associated with a decrease in disease relapse103,123,124. 
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Similar findings on STAT1 have been reported recently in pancreatic cancer125. CXCL10 is 

produced by a variety of sources, however, it is unknown whether the change in CXCL10 

expression is tumour cell intrinsic or from the surrounding immune cells in the TME121. It is 

possible that all the sources of CXCL10 could contribute as there may be a positive feedback loop 

in the CXCR3/CXCL10 axis, since overexpression of CXCL10 induces the production of 

CXCR3105,126. In colorectal cancer patients, increased CXCL10 levels have been shown to be 

associated with chemo-radiosensitivity127, which is consistent with recent findings in HGSC 

linking CXCL10 and STAT1 expression to chemosensitive HGSC28. 

1.5 HGSC Mouse Models 

Currently, there are a few different mouse models available to study HGSC. Xenograft mouse 

models have been used, where human EOC cell lines are implanted into immunodeficient mice to 

study disease progression and response to therapy128. However, due to the lack of an intact 

immune system, this type of model is inappropriate for TME associated studies. The use of 

syngeneic mouse models, is therefore, more appropriate for studies on the TME. For example, 

Quinn et al. established a HGSC syngeneic mouse model using an murine ovarian carcinoma cell 

line called MOVCAR cells which were developed from C57/Bl6 TgMISIIR-TAg transgenic 

mice129. Another HGSC syngeneic mouse model uses a HGSC mouse cell line called STOSE,  

which were spontaneously developed from in vitro passages of mouse surface epithelial cells and 

is injected in severe combined immunodeficiency or FVB/N mice130,131. The most well-

established syngeneic mouse model of HGSC uses the ID8 cell line derived from C57/Bl6 

mice132,133 and  has been used widely to study multiple aspects of the HGSC including the 

TME44,83,100,134–136. Leinster et al., using the ID8 mouse model, studied the tumour deposit cell 

composition after ID8 cell implantation and found that the majority of the ID8 TME was 

comprised of CD3+ T cells and CD68+ macrophages44. Secreted factors of the TME have also 

been studied using the ID8 cell line134. For example, ID8 cells have been shown to produce many 
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chemokines, including CXCL10, at baseline as well as from stimulation via inflammation 

pathways134. Finally, the ID8 cell line has been used in studies that alter expression levels of 

proteins in this cell line to study its effects on the TME83,100. Using anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 

antibodies on implanted ID8 tumours, Duraiswamy et al. were able to maintain the immune cell 

response which would normally decline as the tumour progresses83. Therefore, the ID8 cell line is 

the most relevant in vivo model to study the HGSC TME, both molecular and cellular 

components, and potential immune-based therapeutics.       

1.6 Rationale and Hypothesis 

Previous studies based on gene expression profiling of chemosensitive and resistant HGSC 

showed that multiple pathways including insulin-like growth factor 1, phosphoinositide 3-kinase, 

nuclear factor κB and extracellular signal-regulated kinase pathways are associated with the 

development of intrinsic chemotherapy resistance39. Based on the differential expression of genes 

in the NFκB network, targeted inflammation gene expression profiling was performed which 

revealed a distinct TME profile in chemo naïve tumours HGSC tumours with differential 

therapeutic response. STAT1 and CXCL10 expression were identified as the most differentially 

expressed genes in sensitive HGSC compared to resistant tumours28. A strong positive correlation 

between expression of STAT1 and CXCL10, a key STAT1 target gene, within both sensitive and 

resistance tumours was noted28. Furthermore, increased STAT1 expression was significantly 

associated with increased PFS and response to chemotherapy as revealed by 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) in a cohort of 184 chemo naïve tumours28. The production of 

CXCL10, as induced by STAT1 expression, may play a role in recruiting TILs to the TME and 

this change to the HGSC TME could affect tumour progression17,20,62,71,72,121. 

Based on these previous findings on the association between distinct pre-existing TME and 

differential response to chemotherapy, I hypothesize that increased STAT1 and CXCL10 

expression is associated with improved prognosis as well as alterations in the HGSC TME. 
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The specific objectives for this study were, 

1. To evaluate STAT1 expression and correlate with intratumoural CD8+ T cell density in 

chemotherapy naïve tumours from HGSC patients. 

2. To determine the role of CXCL10 in tumour progression and the TME in HGSC using an 

in vivo syngeneic mouse model.   
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Chapter 2 

Materials and Methods 

2.1 Ethics statement 

Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Queen’s University Institutional Ethics 

Review Board, the Centre hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal (CHUM) institutional ethics 

committee (Comité d’éthique de la recherche du Centre hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal) 

and the Ottawa Health Research Institute Research Ethics Board. Informed patient consent was 

obtained prior to sample collection. 

2.2 HGSC patient tumour samples 

HGSC tumours in the form of formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissues were accrued 

from the Canadian Ovarian Experimental Unified Resource (COEUR) (Terry Fox Research 

Institute-Ovarian Cancer Canada, ovarian tumour repository). All specimens deposited in the 

biobank were collected at the time of surgical resection prior to administration of systemic 

chemotherapy. A tissue microarray (TMA) from the TFRI-COEUR repository was used for IHC 

experiments. The TMA consisted of 0.6mm diameter FFPE tumour cores, in duplicate. This large 

pan Canadian multicenter cohort contained 734 chemo naïve HGSC cases: 550 chemo naïve 

HGSC cases (designated the TFRI-COEUR cohort) and 184 cases (designated as CHUM cohort) 

used in a previous study28 in the laboratory  Clinicopathological details of the TFRI-COEUR 

patient cohort used in this study are presented in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Overall study design for discovery and validation of STAT1 as a prognostic and 

predictive biomarker in HGSC 

STAT1 was identified as a prognostic and predictive biomarker in a discovery cohort (n=35) and 

first independent validation cohort (CHUM, n =184). The second independent validation study 

consists of two cohorts, 184 patient samples used in the first independent validation study 

(CHUM cohort) to confirm biomarker assay reproducibility, and 550 patient samples that 

constituted the second independent validation cohort (TFRI-COEUR cohort).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second independent validation 

 734 chemonaïve HGSC patient samples from COEUR 

o 184 repeated samples of first independent validation (CHUM cohort) 

o 550 samples (TFRI-COEUR cohort) 

First independent validation (N = 184) 

High STAT1 expression associates with chemosensitivity 

Koti et al., British Journal of Cancer, 2015 

Discovery (N = 35) 

High STAT1 expression associates with chemosensitive HGSC 

Koti et al., British Journal of Cancer, 2015 
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Table 2.1 Clinicopathological Characteristics of COEUR Cohort 

 Frequency (%) 

Patient Survival 

Alive 249 45.3 

Deceased 287 52.2 

Unknown 14 2.5 

Total 550 100.0 

Progression Status 

No progression 128 23.3 

Progression 385 70 

Unknown 37 6.7 

Total 550 100.0 

Tumor Stage 

Valid 

1 30 5.5 

2 49 8.9 

3 404 73.5 

4 50 9.1 

Total 533 96.9 

Missing System 17 3.1 

Total 550 100.0 

Residual Disease 

Valid 

None 75 13.6 

<1 cm 96 17.5 

1-2 cm 33 6.0 

>2 cm 89 16.2 

Miliary 19 3.5 

Total 312 56.7 

Missing System 238 43.3 

Total 550 100.0 

Chemotherapy Treatment 

None 10 1.8 

Carbo-taxol 396 72.0 

Cisplatinum-taxol 32 5.8 

Platinum alone 35 6.4 

Platinum and other 18 3.3 

Other drug 6 1.1 

Total 497 90.4 

Missing 53 9.6 

Total 550 100.0 

Treatment Response 

Resistant 124 22.5 

Partial resistance 102 18.5 

Sensitive 155 28.2 

No progression 124 22.5 

Total 505 91.8 

Unknown 45 8.2 

Total 550 100.0 
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2.2.1 IHC for detection of STAT1 expression and intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration 

Previously optimized antibodies against STAT1 and CD8 were used for IHC experiments on the 

TFRI-COEUR HGSC TMA (total n =734). The rabbit anti-human polyclonal STAT1 primary 

antibody (1:2000 dilution, Abcam #ab2415)28 and mouse anti-human monoclonal CD8 primary 

antibody (1:25 dilution, Abcam #ab17147) were applied to separate TMA sections using the 

Ventana automated immunostaining system. Briefly, antigen retrieval was carried out with Cell 

Conditioning 1 (Ventana Medical System Inc.; #950-124) for 60 min. The slides were incubated 

with primary STAT1 or CD8 antibody separately with appropriate negative controls, at 37 °C for 

60 min. Reactions were carried out using the ultraView DAB detection kit (Ventana Medical 

System Inc.; #760-500). Slides were counterstained with hematoxylin and bluing reagent 

(Ventana Medical System Inc.; #760-2021; #760-2037) for 4 min. The IHC stained TMAs were 

scanned on Aperio Scanscope (Lecia Biosystems) and digitally conserved. 

2.2.2 IHC scoring criteria for STAT1 expression 

The expression of STAT1 protein in tumour cores was scored by two independent blinded 

observers, giving each core a score between 0 and 3 based on the staining intensity (Score of 0 = 

no expression, 1= weak expression, 2 = moderate expression and 3 = strong expression) as 

previously established (Figure 2.2)28. The average staining between the cores and observers for 

each patient sample was used for statistical analysis. Based on the receiver operator curve from 

the first independent validation28, STAT1 expression of ≥0.5 was categorized as high whereas an 

< 0.5 was categorized as low STAT1 expression. 
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Figure 2.2 IHC scoring criteria for STAT1 expression 

Representative images of TMA cores from the TFRI-COEUR cohort given a score (0-3) based on 

degree of STAT1 staining. 0= no staining, 1= weak staining, 2= moderate staining and 3 = strong 

staining. 
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2.2.1 Enumeration of tumour infiltrating CD8+ T lymphocytes 

The TFRI-COEUR HGSC TMA sections were subjected to staining for CD8+ T lymphocytes in 

the tumour microenvironment by IHC. The relative distribution of the CD8+ T cells was assessed 

using digital images scanned through Aperio® Digital Pathology system (Leica Biosystems). 

Each core was annotated to differentiate between tumour epithelial compartment and stroma. 

Enumeration of CD8+ T cells within the epithelial compartment (Figure 2.3) was performed using 

an automated algorithm created in HALO™ (Indica Lab). Previously established thresholds for 

dichotomization of tumour infiltrating CD8+ T cells in HGSC as high and low were applied as 

cut-offs to derive their association with clinical parameters 137,138. Tumour cores with ≥5 CD8+ T 

cells within the epithelial compartment were categorized as those with high CD8+ T cell 

infiltration and tumour cores <5 CD8+ T cells within the epithelial compartment were  

categorized as low CD8+ T cell infiltration based on previously established cut-offs for HGSC 

137,138.  
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Figure 2.3 Enumeration of CD8+ T cells using HALO™ (Indica Lab) algorithm 

Representative images showing CD8+ T cells that were enumerated using HALO™ (Indica Lab). 

(A) TMA core before enumeration; (B) TMA core after CD8+ T cells are enumerated. Cells that 

were counted are indicated by black box around the cell; (C) Enlarged image of TMA core after 

CD8+ T cell enumeration. 
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2.2.2 Statistical Analysis 

Survival curves were plotted using Kaplan-Meier analysis and log-rank test was used to test for 

significant differences. OS was defined as the interval between initial diagnosis to death or the 

date of last follow-up. PFS was defined as the period between the date of surgery to the first 

recurrence or last follow up. Patients were excluded from PFS analysis if they did not undergo 

adjuvant chemotherapy and patients were excluded from chemotherapy response analysis if they 

were not adjuvant treated or if they were not treated with platinum-based chemotherapy. These 

statistical analyses were performed using Statistical Package for the Social Science software 

version 21.0 (SPSS, Inc). Mantel-Cox test was used to test the correlation between patient 

survival with STAT1 expression and CD8+ TIL density. A p-value of <0.05 was considered 

significant. All other statistical analyses were done using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 

(GraphPad Software Inc). Unpaired Student’s t-test was used to test the correlation between 

STAT1 expression and CD8+ TIL density within the same tumours. A p-value of <0.05 was 

considered significant.  

2.3 ID8 cell lines  

The in vivo effects of CXCL10 on mediating differential response to chemotherapy were studied 

using the ID8 murine ovarian cancer cell line132,139. The ID8 cell line derived from ovarian 

surface epithelial cells of C57BL/6 mice are a well-established syngeneic mouse model of HGSC, 

which faithfully recapitulates human ovarian cancer and has been widely use to model disease 

progression and metastasis132,134. Constitutive expression of CXCL10 has been previously 

reported in this cell line under unstimulated conditions134. Under in vitro conditions, these cells 

are maintained in high glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (Sigma Aldrich Co. 

#D6429) supplemented with 4% fetal bovine serum, 100µg/mL of pencillin streptomycin and a 

solution containing 5 µg/mL of insulin, 5 µg/mL of transferrin and 5 ng/mL of sodium selenite 

(ITS)132.  
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The CXCL0 overexpressing ID8 cell line (ID8-CXCL10-OX) and the corresponding vector 

control cell line (ID8-VC) were generated using lentiviral transfection as per established 

protocols140,141. HEK-293T cells were cultured in a 100 mm dish to 60% confluence. HEK-293T 

cells were then transfected with the desired lentiviral plasmid ( 

Figure 2.4), psPAx2 (packaging- Gag Pol Rev proteins) and pMD2.g (envelope - VSV-G protein) 

(Open Bioscience). The cells were cultured in fresh media for 48 hours and virus was collected 

by straining the supernatant through a 0.45 µm filter. ID8 cells were seeded in a six-well plate at 

a density of 50,000 cells/well and a dilution series of lentivirus was used to infect the cells. 

Remaining virus was stored at -80°C for future use. After 48 hours, infected cells underwent 

puromycin selection (4 µg/mL) for 4-5 days. GFP-expression was assessed during the selection 

period using a fluorescence-microscope.   
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Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of lentiviral construct for overexpression of CXCL10 

(abm Inc) 

Image adapted from abm Inc. Plasmid contains CXCL10, GFP and puromycin resistance gene. 

CXCL10 

3’LTR 

pLenti-GIII-CMV-GFP-2A-Puro 

8829bp 
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2.3.1 Detection of secreted CXCL10 levels by ELISA 

To determine efficiency of lentiviral transduction in ID8 cells, secreted CXCL10 levels in the 

supernatants from the modified ID8 cell lines were measured by ELISA.  500,000 cells of ID8-

VC cells and ID8-CXCL10-OX cells per well were seeded out in 6-well plates (Corning® 

Costar®) and supernatant was collected at 24, 48 and 72 hours. The supernatants were stored at -

80°C until analysis.  

Frozen culture supernatants were thawed at room temperature and did not undergo any additional 

freeze-thaw cycle. Supernatants were analyzed using Mouse CXCL10/IP-10/CRC-2 Quantikine 

ELISA kit (R&D Systems Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 96-well ELISA 

plate was coated with 50 µL of Assay Diluent per well and 50 µL of standard or test supernatant 

was added to each well. A 7-point standard curve was generated using a 2-fold dilution series 

with a starting concentration of 2000 pg/mL. Each sample was analyzed in duplicates. The plate 

was incubated for 2 hours at room temperature on a MixMate plate shaker (©Eppendorf) at 500 

rpm. The samples were aspirated and the wells were washed five times. 100 µL of Mouse IP-10 

Conjugate was added and the microplate was incubated for 2 hours at room temperature on a 

MixMate plate shaker (©Eppendorf) at 500 rpm. Samples were aspirated and the wells were 

washed five times. 100 µL of Substrate Solution was added to each well followed by incubation 

for 30 minutes protected from light. 100 µL of Stop Solution was added to each well and 

absorbance of each sample was determined at a wavelength of 450 nm. Absorbance was corrected 

using wavelength 540 nm. Concentrations from each sample were calculated using the standard 

curve and unpaired Student’s t-test was used to determine significance between each sample 

group in GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad Software Inc). A p-value <0.05 was 

considered significant.  
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2.4 In vivo mouse study 

Six- to eight-week-old female C57BL/6 mice were used for in vivo experiments to evaluate the 

role of CXCL10 on HGSC TME (Charles River Laboratories International Inc). 5 x 106 cells in 

200 μL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) of ID8-OX-CXCL10 cell line and the ID8-VC cell 

line were transplanted intra-peritoneally into 3 mice in each group (Figure 2.5). Weight and 

abdominal diameter were monitored bi-weekly throughout the study. The mice were euthanized 

at end point, when one mouse died on day 85 post-injection (in this study) with increased 

abdominal diameter due to accumulation ascites fluid. Undiluted ascites was aspirated directly 

from the peritoneal cavity from each mouse using an 18-gauge needle. Tumour tissue as well as 

other organs: ovary, spleen, liver, mesentery, kidney, lung, and peritoneum were removed and 

frozen in Optimum Cutting Temperature Compound (OCT) (Tissue-Tek®; Sakura® Finetek) at -

80°C. The ascites fluid was analyzed in duplicates using a mouse cytokine/chemokine 31-plex 

multiplex assay (Eve Technologies Corporation) (Appendix A). 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic showing in vivo mouse study design 

Three groups of mice were injected with ID8-OX-CXCL10 cells, ID8-VC cell lines or PBS alone 

through intra-peritoneal injections. When the abdominal diameter of the mice exhibited a 30% 

increase post implantation, they were sacrificed. Ascites fluid and tumour tissue was collected for 

cytokine analysis, immunofluorescence and immune transcriptomic profiling. 
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2.4.1 Immunofluorescence staining 

Cryosectioned tumour tissue, 5 μm thick, was fixed using acetone for 10 minutes followed by 30 

minutes of drying under aluminum foil. The section was then washed 3 times in PBS for 10 

minutes per wash. The section was then blocked for 1 hour using Tris buffered saline with 

Tween® 20 (TBST) with 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) at room temperature. Rabbit anti-

mouse CD31-specific primary antibody (1:5000 dilution, kindly provided by Dr. Peter Greer, 

Queen’s University) in TBST with 5% BSA was added to the tissue and was incubated overnight 

at 4° C. The tissue was then washed 3 times in PBS for 5 minutes per wash. Goat anti-Rabbit IgG 

secondary antibody Alexa Fluor® 568 conjugate (1:200 dilution, Life Technologies #A11036) 

and DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. D3571) in TBST with 5% BSA was then added and 

incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. The section was then washed 3 times in PBS for 5 

minutes per wash. The tissues were mounted using fluoromount (Sigma Aldrich Co. F4680). 

Slides were viewed under an Olympus BX51 microscope (Olympus Corporation) with the EXFO 

X-Cite Series 120 fluorescence illumination system (Excelitas Technologies Corporation). Five 

areas of each section were captured using an Olympus Q colour 5 camera and QCapture Pro 

software (Olympus Corporation). Both DAPI staining and CD31 staining was captured. Image-

Pro® Plus 6.0.0.260 software was used to quantify objects with DAPI staining and CD31 

staining. All cells that were stained with DAPI were included in the enumeration and only the 

cells with the strongest CD31 staining were included in the analysis (Figure 2.6). The ratio 

between the cells stained with CD31 and cells stained with DAPI in each section was calculated. 

Unpaired student’s t-test was used to determine significant differences between the two groups in 

GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad Software Inc). A p-value <0.05 was considered 

significant. 
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Figure 2.6 Representative images of immunofluorescence staining for CD31 and 

corresponding DAPI nuclear staining.  

Panel (A) and (C) indicates the original images captured using QCapture Pro software of DAPI 

(A) and CD31(C) staining. Panel (B) and (D) indicates the enumeration of stained areas as 

calculated by Image-Pro® Plus 6.0.0.260. Cells included in the enumerations are indicated in 

green. 
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2.4.2 Immune gene expression profiling using NanoString digital barcoding assay 

Total RNA was isolated from 10 mg of fresh frozen mouse tumour tissues using Total RNA 

Purification Kit (Norgen Biotek Corporation) as per the manufacturer's instructions. Tissue was 

homogenized with a pestle in a mortar filled with liquid nitrogen. Liquid nitrogen was then 

allowed to evaporate. 600 μL of Buffer RL was added to the tissue sample and tissue was ground 

until sample was homogenized. Lysate was also passed through a 25 gauge needle 5-10 times to 

further homogenized the sample. The lysate was then transferred to an RNase-free 

microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged for 2 minutes at 14,000 g.  The supernatant was transferred 

to a new RNase-free microcentrifuge tube. An equal amount of 70% ethanol was added to the 

supernatant and the sample was vortexed to mix. Up to 600 μL of supernatant solution was added 

to the spin column and was centrifuged for 1 minute at 3500 g. Flow through was discarded and 

more supernatant was added and centrifuged as necessary. The column was washed three times 

by adding 400 μL of Wash Solution A to the column, spinning for 1 minute at 14,000 g and 

discarding the flow through. The column was then centrifuged for 2 minutes at 14,000 g to dry 

the resin on the column and the collection tube was discarded. The column was placed into a new 

collection tube and 50 μL of Elution Solution A was added to the column and centrifuged for 2 

minutes at 200 g, followed by 1 minute at 14,000 g. RNA concentration and purity was estimated 

spectrophometrically on a NanoDrop ND-100 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, 

Wilmington, DE, USA). 

All the RNA samples included in the study passed the quality control requirements (as assessed 

by OD 260/280 ratio) of the platform. Digital multiplexed NanoString nCounter analysis system 

(NanoString Technologies Inc.)-based gene expression profiling was performed on 100 ng total 

RNA from each sample according to the manufacturer's instructions at the Queen’s University 

NanoString Facility. The tumour RNA samples were analyzed using the pre-built nCounter 

Mouse PanCancer Immune Profiling panel, which consists of 770 mouse immune related genes 

with 40 housekeeping controls (NanoString Technologies Inc.). In this assay, single-target 
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transcripts in the reaction are represented in the form of colour-coded barcodes. The resulting 

material was incorporated into an overnight hybridization reaction (16-20 hours), by combining 

5 μL of the total RNA sample, 20 μL of nCounter Reporter probes in hybridization buffer and 

5 μL of nCounter Capture probes for a total reaction volume of 30 μL. The hybridizations were 

incubated at 65 °C for approximately 16–20 hour. During the overnight hybridization reaction, 

probe pairs were present in large excess to ensure that each target finds a probe pair. For each 

assay, a high-density scan (encompassing 600 fields of view) was performed. Abundances of 

each specific target molecules were quantified using the nCounter Digital Analyzer to count the 

individual fluorescent barcodes, representing each target molecules present in the sample.  

2.4.3 NanoString data analysis 

Normalization of raw data was performed using the nSolver software 3.0 (NanoString 

Technologies Inc.). The raw NanoString counts were initially subjected to normalization for all 

target RNAs in all samples based on built-in positive controls. This step accounts for intersample 

and experimental variation such as hybridisation efficiency and post-hybridisation processing. 

The geometric mean of each of control was calculated to indicate the overall assay efficiency. 

The housekeeping genes were then used for mRNA content normalization. To facilitate 

downstream statistical analysis, values of <0 were blanketed and considered equal to 1. Sample 

flagged for abnormal quality control metrics or normalization, was omitted from further analysis.  

Immune cell type scoring and identification of differentially expressed genes was analyzed by 

subjecting the raw data to the Mouse PanCancer Immune Profiling Advanced Analysis, version 

1.0.36 (NanoString Technologies Inc.). Threshold counts were set to 20 with an observation 

frequency of 0.5. All genes were used to create signatures in the immune cell profiling and the p-

value adjustment method was Benjamini-Yekutieli in differential expression testing. Heat maps 

were generated in nSolver software 3.0 (NanoString Technologies Inc.) using normalized 

NanoString nCounter counts and supervised gene clustering. Specific gene expression analysis 
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was performed using normalized NanoString nCounter counts in GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 

(GraphPad Software Inc). A p-value <0.05 was considered significant.  
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Chapter 3 

Results 

3.1 Validation of STAT1 as an independent prognostic and predictive biomarker in 

HGSC 

Following the first independent validation of STAT1 on 184 patient tumour samples derived from 

the CHUM cohort, which established STAT1 as a prognostic and predictive biomarker in 

HGSC28, a follow-up second independent validation was performed on a larger independent 

HGSC cohort. A total of 550 HGSC tumours were evaluated for STAT1 expression by IHC on a 

TMA derived from the TFRI-COEUR tumour repository. The median follow up in the TFRI-

COEUR cohort was 34 months with a mean age of 65 at the end of follow up in this cohort. All 

samples were from chemotherapy naïve patients and were confirmed to be HGSC samples by a 

pathologist. The intra class correlation of STAT1 expression as single and average measures were 

0.75 and 0.85, respectively. Kaplan-Meier survival plot and Log-Rank (Mantel-Cox) test showed 

high STAT1 expression level as a predictor of increased PFS (p=0.017) (Figure 3.1A) in the 

second independent biomarker validation study. STAT1 expression and its association with 

response to chemotherapy was evaluated by correlating STAT1 expression with disease 

recurrence within six months post completion of chemotherapy. The Kaplan-Meier survival plot 

and Log-Rank (Mantel-Cox) based analysis of STAT1 expression and response to platinum based 

chemotherapy (n = 452) also identified STAT1 as a response predictive biomarker (p = 0.018; 

Figure 3.1B). 

The CHUM cohort (n = 184) being part of the TFRI-COEUR TMA (total n=734) served as an 

internal control in the second validation study. Thus, expression of STAT1 in CHUM cohort and 

its association with prognosis and response to chemotherapy was re-evaluated in this study. The 

Spearman correlation coefficient between these two validation studies of the CHUM cohort was 
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0.47 (p< 0.000, n=175 repeated in second independent validation of STAT1). The intra class 

correlation between both results was 0.54. In concordance with previous findings, significant 

association of STAT1 expression with both PFS (p = 0.004) (Figure 3.1C) and response to 

chemotherapy (p = 0.002) (Figure 3.1D) was observed. 

3.2 Association between CD8+ T cell infiltration and STAT1 expression in HGSC 

With the established role of STAT1 in immune cell recruitment142, it was  hypothesized that 

STAT1 induction is key to recruitment of intratumoural CD8+ T cells in the chemo naïve HGSC 

tumours. CD8+ T cells in the epithelial compartment of all HGSC tumours were evaluated for 

STAT1 expression by IHC (Figure 3.2). The number of intra-epithelial CD8+ T cells among all 

the samples ranged from 0 to 2164 with a median of 13. Spearman correlation analysis (n = 550) 

revealed significant (p = 0.001) correlation between STAT1 expression and intra-epithelial CD8+  

3.3 CD8+ T cell infiltration association with HGSC survival 

The association between intratumoural CD8+ T cell density and OS was analyzed. CD8+ T cell 

density was dichotomized as high (>5 per core) and low (<5 per core) based on previously 

established thresholds76,143. Intra-epithelial CD8+ T cell numbers significantly associated with OS 

in the CHUM cohort (p = 0.02), but not in the TFRI-COEUR cohort (Figure 3.4). No significant 

association was noted with PFS and response to chemotherapy with intra-epithelial CD8+ T cell 

numbers dichotomized as high versus low in the CHUM cohort or the TFRI-COEUR cohort 

(Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.1 High STAT1 expression associates with increased PFS and response to therapy  

Tumours with categorically high expression of STAT1 (> 0.5) are represented in green and 

tumours with categorically low expression of STAT1 are represented in blue. Kaplan-Meier 

curves representing STAT1 expression in relation to patient PFS in (A) TFRI-COEUR cohort 

(n=511; p=0.017) and (C) CHUM cohort (n=171; p=0.004). Kaplan-Meier curves representing 

STAT1 expression in relation to patient response to chemotherapy in (B) TFRI-COEUR cohort 

(n=452; p=0.016) and (D) CHUM cohort (n=170; p=0.002). The Log-Rank (Mantel-Cox) test 

was used to determine significance difference between the two groups. Curves generated in 

Statistical Package for the Social Science software version 21.0 (SPSS, Inc). 
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Figure 3.2 STAT1 expression correlates with intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration 

Representative patient tumour cores stained with (A) rabbit anti-human polyclonal STAT1 

primary antibody (Abcam #ab2415) and corresponding core stained with (B) mouse anti-human 

monoclonal CD8 primary antibody (Abcam #ab17147). Stained sections were digitally conserved 

via Aperio Scanscope. STAT1 expression was manually scored and CD8+ T cell infiltration was 

enumerated using HALO™ (Indica Lab). 
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Figure 3.3 STAT1 expression correlates with intratumoral CD8+ T cell density 

Scatter plot graph representing the association between STAT1 expression and intratumoural 

CD8+ T cell density (n=550). High STAT1 expression associated with high intratumoural CD8+ T 

cell density. The y-axis represents the number of intratumoural CD8+ T cells within the epithelial 

compartment of the patient core. The x-axis represents the two groups of patients, low STAT1 

expression and high STAT1 expression. The unpaired Student’s t-test was used to determine the 

significance (p<0.05) between CD8+ T cell density and STAT1 expression. Statistical analysis 

was performed using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad Software Inc). 
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Figure 3.4 Intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration correlates with OS in the CHUM cohort 

but not in the TFRI-COEUR cohort 

Patients with high CD8+ T infiltration (>5) are indicated in green and patients with low CD8+ T 

infiltration (<5) are indicated in blue. Kaplan-Meier curve representing CD8+ T infiltration in 

relation to patient OS in (A) CHUM cohort (n=168; p=0.022) and (B) TFRI-COEUR cohort 

(n=515; p=0.968). The Log-Rank (Mantel-Cox) test was used to determine significance 

difference between the two groups. Curves generated in Statistical Package for the Social Science 

software version 21.0 (SPSS, Inc). 
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Figure 3.5 Intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration does not associate with PFS or response to 

chemotherapy in the TFRI-COEUR and CHUM cohorts 

Patients with high intra-epithelial CD8+ T cell infiltration (>5) are indicated in green and patients 

with low intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration (<5) are indicated in blue. Kaplan-Meier curves 

representing intra-epithelial CD8+ T cell infiltration in relation to patient PFS in (A) CHUM 

cohort (n=166; p=0.297) and (C) TFRI-COEUR cohort (n=491; p=0.304). Kaplan-Meier curves 

representing intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration in relation to patient response to chemotherapy 

in (B) CHUM cohort (n=160; 0.140) and (D) TFRI-COEUR cohort (n=437; p=0.694).  The Log-

Rank (Mantel-Cox) test was used to determine significant difference between the two groups. 

Curves generated in Statistical Package for the Social Science software version 21.0 (SPSS, Inc).  
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3.4 STAT1 expression enhances the prognostic relevance of intratumoural CD8+ T 

cells 

CD8+ T cell density in combination with high or low STAT1 expression was analyzed to test for 

their synergistic effect as prognostic and predictive markers. Interestingly, in combination with 

STAT1 expression as a categorized variable, intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration was 

significantly associated with both PFS and response to chemotherapy in both the CHUM cohort 

(p=0.042; p=0.008) and TFRI-COEUR cohorts (p=0.015; p=0.023) (Figure 3.6). These findings 

provide evidence for enhanced prognostic relevance of intratumoural CD8+ T cells in 

combination with STAT1 expression. 

3.5 Generation of ID8 mouse ovarian cancer cells overexpressing CXCL10 

In order to study the role of CXCL10 on HGSC disease progression, ID8 cells were modified 

using lentiviral transduction to overexpress CXCL10. The efficiency of transduction was 

determined using CXCL10/IP-10/CRC-2 Quantikine ELISA kit (R&D Systems Inc.) in the cell 

supernatants (Figure 3.7) collected at various time intervals under unstimulated conditions. At the 

72 hour time point, supernatant collected from the ID8-CXCL10-OX cell line had significantly 

higher concentration of CXCL10 than supernatant collected from the ID8-VC cell line. These 

results were confirmed in three independent ELISA experiments.   

3.6 Role of CXCL10 in disease progression and TME in ID8 mouse model of HGSC 

Six- to eight-week-old female C57/Bl6 mice (Charles River Laboratories Inc) were injected 

intraperitoneally with ID8-VC cells (n=3), ID8-CXCL10-OX cells (n=3) and PBS (n=3). The 

mice were sacrificed at day 85. Abdominal diameter, weight and ascites volume were measured 

biweekly (Figure 3.8). There was a significant difference in end point abdominal diameters 

(p=0.0456) (Figure 3.9) and ascites volumes (p=0.0012) (Figure 3.10) between the mice injected 

with ID8-VC cells compared to mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX group but no significant 

differences in the end point weights were observed (p=0.100) (Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.6 STAT1 expression enhances the prognostic and predictive value of intratumoral 

CD8+ T cells 

Patients with categorically high expression of STAT1 (> 0.5) and high intratumoural CD8+ T cell 

infiltration (>5) are indicated in green and all other patients are indicated in blue. Kaplan-Meier 

curves representing STAT1 in combination with intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration in relation 

to patient PFS (A) CHUM cohort (n=164; p=0.042) and (C) TFRI-COEUR cohort (n=491; 

p=0.015). Kaplan-Meier curve representing STAT1 in combination with intratumoural CD8+ T 

cell infiltration in relation to response to chemotherapy in (B) CHUM cohort (n=158; p=0.008) 

and (D) TFRI-COEUR cohort (n=436, p=0.023). The Log-Rank (Mantel-Cox) test was used to 

determine significant difference between the two groups. Curves generated in Statistical Package 

for the Social Science software version 21.0 (SPSS, Inc). 
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Figure 3.7 ID8-CXCL10-OX cells secrete higher levels of CXCL10 compared to ID8-VC 

cells 

Bar graph representing levels of CXCL10 from the supernatant collected from unstimulated ID8-

VC and ID8-CXCL10-OX cells at 24 hours, 48 hours and 72 hours post-seeding. The 

concentration of CXCL10 in supernatant collected from ID8-VC cells is represented in black and 

the concentration of CXCL10 from supernatant collected from ID8-CXCL10-OX cells is 

represented in grey. Samples were run in duplicate. Unpaired student’s t-test was used to 

determine significant differences between the two groups. At the 72h time point, there was a 

significant increase in secreted CXCL10 levels in the supernatants collected from unstimulated 

ID8-CXCL10-OX cell line compared to the ID8-VC cell line (p=0.0033). Figure representative of 

three independent experiments. Graph generated using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad 

Software Inc). 
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Figure 3.8 Reduced ascites formation and tumour burden in mice injected with ID8-

CXCL10-OX cells 

Immunocompetent C56BL/6 mice were injected with (A) ID8-VC cells, (B) ID8-CXCL10-OX 

cells and (C) PBS. Representative images from each group of mice (n = 3). Mice injected with 

ID8-VC cells showed larger abdominal diameters, increased haemorrhagic ascites and tumour 

burden compared to mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells.  
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3.6.1 Multiplex cytokine analysis of ascites fluid 

Ascites fluid collected from peritoneal cavity at sacrifice was subjected to the 31-plex multiplex 

mouse cytokine/chemokine assay (Eve Technologies Corporation) (Appendix A). Significant 

differences in the levels of CXCL10, IL-6, VEGF, and CXCL9 in the ascites fluid from the ID8-

CXCL10-OX injected mice compared to the ascites from the ID8-VC injected mice (p=0.04; 

p=0.07; p= 0.01; p=0.01) were noted (Figure 3.12) indicating the potential angiostatic function of 

CXCL10. 

3.6.2 CD31 Immunofluorescence staining 

To explore the angiostatic function of CXCL10 in the tumours, immunofluorescence staining for 

the endothelial cell marker CD31 was performed on tumour tissue sections. 5μm thick sections 

from the OCT embedded tumours were subjected to immunoflurorescence staining using Rabbit 

anti-mouse CD31 specific primary antibody and Goat anti-Rabbit IgG secondary antibody Alexa 

Fluor® 568 conjugate (1:200 dilution, Life Technologies #A11036) (Figure 3.13). The difference 

between CD31 positive cells relative to overall number of cells in tumours collected from mice 

injected with ID8-VC cells compared to tumours collected from mice injected with ID8-

CXCL10-OX was not significant (p=0.0596; Figure 3.14).  
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Figure 3.9 Reduced abdominal diameter in mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells  

Bar graph representing the abdominal diameter indicative of ascites volume accumulation in mice 

injected with ID8-VC cells or ID8-CXCL10-OX at sacrifice. Mice injected with ID8-VC cells are 

represented in black and mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells are represented in grey (n=3 

in each group). Unpaired student’s t-test was applied to determine statistically significant 

differences (p<0.05) between the two groups using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad 

Software Inc). Results derived from a single mouse study.  
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Figure 3.10 Reduced ascites formation in mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells  

Bar graph representing the ascites volume found in the peritoneal cavity of the mice injected with 

ID8-VC cells or ID8-CXCL10-OX cells. Mice injected with ID8-VC cells are represented in 

black and mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells are represented in grey (n=3 in each group). 

Unpaired student’s t-test was applied to determine statistically significant differences (p<0.05) 

between the two groups using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad Software Inc).  Results 

representative of a single mouse study.  
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Figure 3.11 Overall body weight in mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX and ID8-vector 

control cells.  

Graph representing the weights of the mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells or ID8-VC over 

time of experiment (n=3 in both groups). Day 0 represents the start of the experiment when the 

mice were injected intraperitoneally with the ID8 cells. The mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX 

cells are represented in blue and mice injected with ID8-VC cells are represented in red. Unpaired 

Student’s t-test was applied to determine statistically significant differences (p<0.05) between the 

end point weight of the two groups using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad Software 

Inc). No significant difference in the end point weights between mice injected with ID8-VC 

compared to mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX was observed. Results derived from a single 

mouse study.  
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Figure 3.12 Alterations in the cytokine profile of ascites collected from mice injected with 

ID8-CXCL10-OX cells 

Bar graph representing cytokines which are significantly differentially expressed between the 

ascites collected from the ID8-VC injected mice and ascites collected from the ID8-CXCL10-OX 

injected mice. Ascites collected from mice injected with ID8-VC cells are represented in black 

and ascites collected from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells are represented in grey (n=3 

in each group). Samples were run in duplicate. Unpaired student t-test was used to determine 

significant differences between the two groups. There was significantly higher expression of 

CXCL10 and CXCL9 in the ascites collected from the ID8-CXCL10-OX injected mice compared 

to the ascites collected from the ID8-VC injected mice (p=0.04; p=0.01). IL-6 and VEGF had 

significantly higher expression in the ascites collected from the ID8-VC injected mice compared 

to the ascites collected from the ID8-CXCL10-OX injected mice (p=0.07; p=0.01). Graph was 

generated using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad Software Inc).  
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Figure 3.13 Alterations in tumour vasculature in mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells 

Representative images of tumour sections stained with endothelial cell specific rabbit anti-mouse 

CD31 primary antibody in combination with goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody Alexa 

Fluor® 568 conjugate (Life Technologies #A11036) followed by DAPI nuclear staining.  Images 

from (A) and (C) are representative of tumour sections collected from mice injected with ID8-VC 

cells and images from (B) and (D) are representative of tumour sections collected from mice 

injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells. The panel A and B represent the DAPI nuclear staining of 

the tumour tissue and the panel C and D represent the CD31 staining in the tumour tissue.    
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Figure 3.14 CD31 positive cells relative to overall number of cells in tumours collected from 

mice injected with ID8-VC cells compared to mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells 

Bar graph representing the ratio of CD31 positive cells compared to overall number of cells 

stained with DAPI in tumours collected from mice injected with ID8-VC cells or ID8-CXCL10-

OX at sacrifice. Tumours collected from mice injected with ID8-VC cells are represented in black 

and tumours collected from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells are represented in grey 

(n=3 in each group). Five images from each tumour section was analyzed. The y-axis represents 

the ratio between the number of cells that have positive CD31 staining and the number of cells 

that have positive DAPI staining as enumerated by Image-Pro® Plus 6.0.0.260. Unpaired 

Student’s t-test was applied to determine statistically significant differences (p<0.05) between the 

two groups using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 (GraphPad Software Inc). Results derived from 

a single mouse study. 
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3.6.3 Effect of CXCL10 on the tumour immune transcriptome in ID8 mouse model of 

HGSC  

Total RNA from frozen tumour samples from mice injected with ID8-VC cells and ID8-

CXCL10-OX cells was subjected to immune transcriptomic profiling using the nCounter Mouse 

PanCancer Immune Profiling pre-built panel Nanostring nCounter analysis system (NanoString 

Technologies Inc.).This panel consists of 770 mouse immune related genes (representing 24 

different immune cell subsets involved in innate, inflammatory, adaptive, general immune 

response and CT antigens) with 40 housekeeping controls. Raw data was normalized in nSolver 

Analysis Software (3.0) (NanoString Technologies Inc.). One RNA sample from a tumour from a 

mouse injected with ID8-VC cells was omitted from analysis because it encountered a technical 

error during the NanoString run and failed the quality control metrics during normalization. Using 

the Mouse PanCancer Immune Profiling Advanced Analysis, version 1.0.36 (NanoString 

Technologies Inc.), the abundance of several immune cells types were scored (Figure 3.15). 

There was an increase in T cells in tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells 

compared to mice injected with ID8-VC cells (Figure 3.15), as represented by an inbuilt 

enrichment score provided by the Advanced analysis software. Further analysis also showed 

increases in Th1 cells, CD8+ T cells, cytotoxic cells and a decrease in activated CD4+ T cells in 

tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells compared to those from ID8-VC cells. 

This increased infiltration of T cells in tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX could 

indicate the TIL recruitment function of CXCL10. The overall list of genes that showed 

significant differential expression between the two groups (p<0.05) is presented in Appendix B. 

There was no significant difference in CXCL10 expression between mice injected with ID8-

CXCL10 OX cells and mice injected with ID8-VC cells. The normalized nCounter Nanostring 

counts of CXCL10 in the tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10 OX cells was 487.44, 

630.44 and 723.96 and those of CXCL10 from the mice injected with ID8-VC cells were 178.00 

and 529.11. A distinct immune associated gene profile between the two groups of mice was 
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observed when enriched for genes associated with cytokines, chemokines and interferons and 

genes associated with T cell function (Figure 3.16). Interestingly higher expression of CXCR3 in 

the tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells compared to those with ID8-VC was 

observed. Genes associated with apoptotic pathways also showed significant differences in 

expression patterns between the two groups (Figure 3.17). A significant increase in STAT1 

expression in tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells compared to mice injected 

with ID8-VC cells was observed (Figure 3.18). Finally, STAT1 associated genes showed 

significant differences in expression between the two groups (Figure 3.19). These distinct gene 

profiles between these two groups of mice could be indicative of the pleiotropic effects of 

CXCL10 and STAT1 on the HGSC TME. 
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Figure 3.15 Increased T cell infiltration in tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-

OX cells  

Graph representing the immune cell type scores of various immune cell subsets based on 

NanoString analysis of RNA isolated from tumours collected from mice injected with ID8-VC 

cells (n=2; left) and ID8-CXCL10-OX cells (n=3; right). An increase in T cell infiltration 

observed in tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells compared to tumours from 

mice injected with ID8-VC cells as indicated by red arrow. Graph made using nSolver Analysis 

Software (3.0) (NanoString Technologies Inc.). 
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Figure 3.16 Heat map summary showing hierarchical clustering of genes associated with 

cytokines, chemokines and interferon pathways in ID8-CXCL10-OX and ID8-VC tumours 

Heatmap was derived by subjecting only the significantly (p-value < 0.05) differentially 

expressed genes in the two groups. Green represents a lower gene expression and red represents a 

higher gene expression relative to each other. Heatmaps depicting differential gene-expression 

profiles associated with (A) cytokines, chemokines and/or interferons and (B) T cell function in 

the tumours collected from mice injected with ID8-VC cells (n=2; left) and ID8-CXCL10-OX 

cells (n=3; right). Higher expression of CXCR3 in the tumours from mice injected with ID8-

CXCL10-OX cells compared to those with ID8-VC was observed. Heat map generated in nSolver 

Analysis Software (3.0) (NanoString Technologies Inc.) using supervised clustering.  

A. B. 
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Figure 3.17 Heat map summary showing hierarchical clustering of genes associated with 

apoptosis  

Heatmap of significantly (p-value < 0.05) differentially expressed genes associated with 

apoptosis based on NanoString analysis of RNA isolated from tumours collected from mice 

injected with ID8-VC cells (n=2; left) and ID8-CXCL10-OX cells (n=3; right). Green represents 

a lower gene expression and red represents a higher gene expression relative to each other. Heat 

map generated in nSolver Analysis Software (3.0) (NanoString Technologies Inc.) using 

supervised clustering.  
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Figure 3.18 CXCL10 overexpression associates with increased STAT1 expression in 

tumours of ID8 mouse model of HGSC 

Bar graph representing the STAT1 gene expression based on normalized Nanostring nCounter 

counts of STAT1 transcripts in tumours from mice injected with ID8-VC cells and ID8-CXCL10-

OX cells. nCounter counts for STAT1 from RNA extracted from tumours collected from mice 

injected with ID8-VC cells are represented in black (n=2) and nCounter counts for STAT1 from 

RNA extracted from tumours collected from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells are 

represented in grey (n=3). Significant different between the two groups was determined using an 

unpaired Student’s t test (p=0.0060). Graph generated using GraphPad Prism 6 version 6.07 

(GraphPad Software Inc).  
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Figure 3.19 Heat map summary showing differential expression profiles of STAT1 

associated genes in the TME of tumours with distinct CXCL10 levels 

Heatmap was derived by subjecting only the significantly (p-value < 0.05) differentially 

expressed genes in the two groups. Green represents a lower gene expression and red represents a 

higher gene expression relative to each other of the specific STAT1 pathway genes.  Heatmap 

showing differential expression of genes associated with STAT1 expression based on NanoString 

analysis of RNA isolated from tumours collected from mice injected with ID8-VC cells (n=2; 

left) and ID8-CXCL10-OX cells (n=3; right). Heat map generated using nSolver Analysis 

Software (3.0) (NanoString Technologies Inc.). 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

A major hurdle in HGSC management is the development of resistance to chemotherapy via both 

intrinsic and acquired mechanisms144–146. Chemoresistance in HGSC may arise due to cancer cell 

intrinsic genomic and epigenetic alterations and instability or could be imposed via an 

immunosuppressive TME28,37,38,43–46,147. One potential strategy to overcome this challenge is to 

exploit the immune system and re-educate it to mediate tumour cell destruction51. For example, it 

has been shown that the increased presence of TILs, such as intratumoural T and B cells, is 

associated with longer PFS and OS in EOC20,62. The expression of IFN1 and IFN2 has been 

previously correlated with therapeutic outcome in cancer86,98,99,148. Furthermore, the role of IFN1 

in establishing anti-tumour immune response as danger signals initiating specific T cell responses 

has also been suggested142.  Thus, the elements within the IFN pathway, including STAT1 and 

CXCL10, that potentially mediate a pre-existing tumour immune state were evaluated. The 

eventual response to chemotherapy via recruiting effector cytotoxic CD8+ T cells in the chemo 

naïve HGSC tumours was also studied in chemo naïve HGSC tumours. Based on the findings of 

this study, a proposed model on the role of STAT1 and CXCL10 on disease progression and the 

TME of HSGC is summarized in Figure 4.1. 

This second independent STAT1 biomarker study was the extension of the first independent 

validation of STAT1 as a biomarker of good prognosis and response to chemotherapy28,149, to a 

larger multicenter independent HGSC cohort derived from the TFRI-COEUR repository. In a 

cohort of tumours derived from 550 HGSC patients, STAT1 expression was confirmed as a 

prognostic and predictive biomarker. The reproducibility of previous findings on STAT1 as both 

a prognostic and predictive biomarker between the replicates from CHUM cohort in the two 

independently conducted validation studies is an important finding in the second validation 
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study28. Similar prognostic relevance of STAT1 has been reported in other cancers such as 

pancreatic, colorectal and breast125,150,151. In breast cancer and pancreatic cancer, STAT1 

expression was associated with tumour suppression and was identified as a prognostic and 

predictive biomarker125,150. These common associations across cancers suggest that tumour 

inflammatory pathways follow and culminate at a specific axis (IFN in this case) that evolves into 

a pre-existing tumour immune state. This pre-existing tumour immune state eventually 

corresponds to disease prognosis and response to therapy. 

IFN-activated STAT1 induces chemokines, such as CXCL10, that recruit CD8+ T cells at the site 

of induction105. Intratumoural CD8+ T cells in EOC have been reported to be of prognostic 

significance62,71. In colorectal cancer, STAT1 was associated with intratumoural T cell infiltration 

and patients who had both high expression STAT1 and high intratumoural T cell infiltration had 

improved prognosis151. Therefore, the number of intratumoural CD8+ T cells was evaluated in the 

same tumours that were assessed for STAT1 expression in the two cohorts under study. The 

correlation between tumour STAT1 expression and intratumoural CD8+ T cells within the 

sensitive and resistant cohorts suggests the possible key role of tumour STAT1 in immune cell 

recruitment within the HGSC tumours. Intratumoural CD8+ T cells was significantly associated 

with overall survival in the CHUM cohort, however, did not associate with overall survival in the 

TFRI-COEUR cohort. These findings could reflect heterogeneity in the TME or presence of 

different molecular subtypes of HGSC within these cohorts12–14. Factors such as an inflamed 

TME versus a non-inflamed TME could also impact expression of interferon induced STAT1 

expression. Lack of significant association between intratumoural CD8+ T cells with progression 

free survival and response to chemotherapy in both cohorts also indicates that their activation 

state could be a determinant of disease prognosis. Similar findings were recently reported where 

additional activation markers enhance the prognostic relevance of intratumoral CD8+ T cell 

density in HGSC76,138. For example, Webb et al. recently reported that CD103+ (marker for T cell 
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activation) expression enhanced the prognostic relevance of intratumoral CD8+ T cells76. 

Furthermore, a recent report from Wouters and colleagues also suggests that the prognostic 

relevance of CD8+ TILs in HGSC is affected by their differentiation status, where CD27+ CD8+ 

TILs were associated with patient survival152. In contrast, the expression of immunosuppressive 

CD73 on tumour cells negatively impacts the prognostic value of intratumoural CD8+ T cells in 

HGSC tumours138. Further study into the activation state of the intratumoural CD8+ T cells in 

both cohorts is needed to explore their prognostic relevance. In both cohorts, it was found that 

STAT1 expression enhanced the prognostic value of intratumoural CD8+ T cells. It can thus be 

speculated that STAT1 induced key chemokines, such as CXCL10, drive the recruitment tumour 

reactive CD8+ T cells to the TME. However, these associations also need functional evaluation to 

confirm the effects of STAT1 in immune cell recruitment in HGSC tumours and the regulatory 

events governing its specific expression patterns. 

Based on previous studies in the laboratory, CXCL10 was identified as one of the most 

differentially expressed genes in chemosensitive HGSC patient tumours compared to the 

chemoresistant tumours28. Moreover, increased STAT1 expression was associated with increased 

intratumoural CD8+ T cells in the HGSC TME. CXCL10 may thus be the link between STAT1 

expression and intratumoural CD8+ T cell infiltration within these cohorts. In order to study the 

effects of CXCL10 on the HGSC TME, a syngeneic immunocompetent mouse model was used 

129–131,133. Mice injected with the ID8-CXCL10-OX cell line had significantly lower abdominal 

diameters and ascites volumes than mice injected with ID8-VC cells which are both indicators for 

better prognosis in HGSC patients153,154. Additionally, based on multiplex cytokine analysis of the 

ascites, mice injected with the ID8-CXCL10-OX cell line had a significant decrease in IL-6 and 

VEGF, both markers for poor prognosis for HGSC patient at high levels. IL-6 and VEGF are both 

pro-tumourigenic cytokines involved in promoting tumour cell growth and survival as well as 

angiogenesis87–93. IL-6 is also involved in the activation of STAT3 which could block the tumour 
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suppressive abilities of STAT1 by preventing the formation of STAT1 homodimers instead 

creating STAT1-STAT3 heterodimers88–91. Current treatment for HGSC includes the addition of a 

monoclonal anti-VEGF antibody, Bevacizumab, to chemotherapy which has been shown to 

improve patient PFS7. Given the angiostatic role that CXCL10 plays, it is possible that the 

overexpression of CXCL10 blocks the angiogeneic function of VEGF. CXCR3, the common 

receptor for CXCL9, CXCL10, and CXCL1179,105, has been found on endothelial cells and when 

induced has angiostatic effects155. CXCL10 can also compete for receptor binding with VEGF to 

prevent angiogenesis155. This blockade could reduce blood vessel formation and thus ascites 

formation due to a decrease in leaky blood vessels in the tumour153. However, as shown in the 

immunofluorescence staining of tumour sections, no significant differences in the ratio of CD31 

positive cells to overall number of cells in tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX 

cells compared to tumours from mice injected with ID8-VC cells was observed. CD31 is a marker 

for vascular endothelium and is representative of the number of blood vessels in the TME156,157. 

The non-significant results of the CD31 staining may be due to a small sample size (n=3 in each 

group) and/or there is the possibility that blood vessels were not captured in all sections during 

the cryopreservation or sectioning processes. Alternative methods such as elastin staining could 

be used to capture blood vessels in the TME. The significant reduction in ascites volume 

associated with increase in CXCL10 production could therefore indicate the active role that 

CXCL10 is playing in improving prognosis, as HGSC patients with low ascites volumes have 

been shown to have significantly better surgical outcomes, as well as OS154.  

Multiplexed cytokine analysis of the ascites also revealed a significant increase in CXCL9 

production in addition to CXCL10. Although this increase was minor with regards to its overall 

concentration compared to other cytokines, increased CXCL9 levels could be due to the increase 

in STAT1 expression in the tumour from the mice injected with the ID8-CXCL10-OX cells as 

revealed by the gene expression profiling of these tumours. CXCL9 is also a TIL recruiting CXC 
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chemokine that could have synergistic effects with CXCL10 and CXCL11 to increase the number 

of TILs recruited to the TME105,155. Supporting this notion, NanoString based tumour immune 

transcriptomic analysis also showed an increase in overall T cell enrichment score in the tumours 

from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells compared to tumours from mice injected with 

ID8-VC cells. Furthermore, when analyzing the specific subsets of T cells, tumours from mice 

injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells showed a T cell profile that is different from those with 

ID8-VC cells. Similar to the biomarker study correlating STAT1 expression to CD8+ T cell 

infiltration, increased CXCL10 production also correlated to increased intratumoural CD8+ T 

cells in the in vivo mouse study. However, the difference in the CD8+ T cell enrichment score 

between these two groups of mice was not large and needs further investigation with larger 

sample size and their spatial organization within the tumours. Moreover, multiple subsets of T 

cells express CD8a as a phenotypic marker in addition to activated cytotoxic T cells79. The larger 

differences in the number of cytotoxic T cells, between the two groups could be reflective of their 

activation state within the TME of tumours with increased CXCL10. Given that cytotoxic T cells 

are a subset of CD8+ T cells, the greater difference between the two groups was not surprising. 

Cytotoxic T cells are involved in a process called immunogenic cell death, where T cells are 

primed against danger associated molecular patterns released by dead cells122,158. In the case of 

cancer, these primed cytotoxic T cells are tumour antigen specific, can aid in tumour suppression, 

and prime more T cells through this process122,158. Since the presence of cytotoxic T cells has 

been associated with better prognosis in HGSC patients and they have been shown to play a role 

in tumour killing, their increased presence in the TME of tumours from mice injected with ID8-

CXCL10-OX cells could be contributing to some extent to the reduced tumour progression found 

in these mice17,45,46,71,72,78 Furthermore, the significantly different expression pattern of genes 

associated with apoptosis between the two groups could also contribute to an increase in the 

number of danger associated molecular patterns present in the TME and thus, increase the 
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number of primed cytotoxic T cells to tumour antigens. This increased presence of cytotoxic T 

cells could also aid in response to chemotherapy as these T cells can be primed by danger 

associated molecular patterns released by cancers cell killed by chemotherapy, however, further 

study is needed to explore this idea. Additionally, there was an increase in overall Th1 cells in 

tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells compared to those with ID8-VC cells. 

This could also contribute to the reduction in tumour progression as the increased presence of 

these cells and addition to cytotoxic T cells has been shown to associated with better 

prognosis17,71,72,159. However, there was a decrease in activated CD4+ T cells in the tumours from 

mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells compared to those with ID8-VC cells. This could be 

explained by the fact that CD4, similar to CD8, is also a phenotypic marker for multiple subsets 

of T cells, namely helper and regulatory T cells74,160. It is therefore, possible that the majority of 

the activated CD4+ T cells in this study are T regulatory cells which are immunosuppressive and 

associated with poor prognosis in HGSC73. This decreased presence of T regulatory cells in the 

TME of tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX could be a contributing factor to the 

decrease in tumour progression in these mice. These findings need further in depth investigations 

into the specific immune cell types associated with the TME of HGSC in order to understand 

their role in disease prognosis. These findings, however, indicate the potential role of CXCL10 in 

recruiting effector T cells to the TME, thus improving HGSC patient survival.  

Tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells showed a significantly different 

expression pattern of genes associated with cytokines, chemokines and interferons of the TME 

and with T cell function than tumours from mice injected with ID8-VC cells.  For example, 

CXCR3, which is related with chemokines, cytokines and T cell function, had higher expression 

in the tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells than those with ID8-VC cells. 

CXCR3 is the receptor for CXCL10 and its expression can be induced by CXCL10, thus its 

higher expression could be attributed to the increase in CXCL10 in tumours with higher 
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CXCL1079,105,126. Furthermore, CXCR3 is found on a variety of immune cell including T cells, 

thus its increase in expression in the tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells 

could also be attributed to the increase in T cell infiltration found in these tumours105.  It should 

be noted that CXCL10 did not show significant difference in between the two groups; however, 

because CXCL10 is a secreted protein, it may have a transient RNA expression and thus the 

transcript level alterations could not be captured in this study and the findings from ascites fluid 

could reflect the protein level alterations. In addition to its role in TIL recruitment, CXCL10 

could be altering the production of other cytokine, chemokine and/or interferon related genes 

such as CXCR3 and the activation state of T cells in the TME. Furthermore, tumours from mice 

injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells had significantly higher expression of STAT1 than tumours 

from mice injected with ID8-VC cells. It is possible that STAT1 and CXCL10 are involved in a 

positive feedback loop where the binding of CXCL10 to CXCR3 on the tumour cell surface 

activates more STAT1 which in turn induces more CXCL10 production105,126. These associations 

need further investigation to specifically establish the functioning of this axis within the HGSC 

TME. Genes associated with apoptotic function and induced via STAT1 activation showed 

distinct expression profiles in the two groups. In addition to chemokine induction, STAT1 has 

other roles including activating genes involved in inhibiting tumour growth, in preventing 

angiogenesis and immunosurvelliance97,102,103. For example, Tap1 was upregulated in the tumours 

from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells and is involved in antigen processing. This 

upregulation may be due to increased STAT1 expression and could aid immunosurvellliance of 

the tumour. Casp8 was a gene associated with apoptotic function that was upregulated in the 

tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-OX cells.  Although not directly induced by 

STAT1, it is possible that it is induced by others genes induced by STAT1 and could aid increase 

apoptosis of cancer cells. Studies into the downstream effects of genes induced in the STAT1 

pathway on HGSC cells and the surrounding TME are needed. 
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Study Limitations 

Given the small number of mice used in the in vivo mouse study and the data representative of a 

single mouse study, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions on the role of CXCL10 in the 

TME of HGSC. These in vivo experiments need to be independently repeated with larger sample 

sizes in order to determine the role of CXCL10 in the TME of HGSC.    

Conclusion and Future Directions 

In conclusion, STAT1 was confirmed as an independent prognostic and predictive biomarker in a 

second independent validation study. A significant positive correlation between STAT1 

expression and intratumoral CD8+ T cell density and the impact of STAT1 as a companion 

biomarker to CD8+ TILs adds to the current pool of biomarkers in HGSC. Intratumoural CD8+ T 

cell density was only associated with OS in the CHUM cohort. In vivo experiments revealed a 

protective effect of CXCL10 in HGSC and its role in altering the cytokine profiles of malignant 

ascites. Potential angiostatic function of CXCL10 was confirmed by expression of endothelial 

cell marker with differences in tumour vasculature between the two groups. Immune 

transcriptomic profiling identified distinct expression profiles in genes associated with cytokines, 

chemokines, interferons, T cell function and apoptosis between the two groups. 

An important determinant of successful immune based therapies is a guided and stratified 

approach such that maximum survival benefit is achieved in addition to reducing therapy 

associated side effects. In the second independent validation of STAT1 as a prognostic and 

predictive biomarker, there are patients who exhibited low PFS and poor response to 

chemotherapy despite high STAT1 expression. In order to properly stratify these patients for 

potential therapies, it is vital to understand this subset of patients and the role of differential 

STAT1 expression in their TME. Given that unphosphorylated STAT1 can also activate tumour 

promoting genes106–108, it is possible that these patients have a high expression of 

unphosphorylated STAT1 rather than the tumour suppressing phosphorylated STAT1. To further 
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our understanding of STAT1 as a prognostic and predictive biomarker, it would be an area of 

interest to evaluate HGSC patient tumours for the expression patterns of phosphorylated STAT1 

in addition to total STAT1 expression as well as expression of genes associated with STAT1. 

Additionally, CD8 as a companion marker for STAT1 also needs further investigation with regard 

to its activation states and their prognostic relevance. For example, staining for T cell activation 

markers, such as granzyme B, CD27 and CD103, in addition to CD8 could be used to explore the 

activation state of the intratumoural CD8+ T cells in HGSC in relation to STAT1 expression. 

Further evaluation of companion markers in the context of IFN1 and STAT1 is essential to 

confirm if the variability in immune cell type infiltration is affected with regards to their 

prognostic relevance. Finally, findings from this study add to the current knowledge on the 

immunoreactive C2 molecular subtype of HGSC 14,38 that exhibits high tumour IFN pathway gene 

expression and higher TILs. Future research in this area should also focus on the regulatory 

events behind variable STAT1 expression in HGSC TME and its tumour cell versus immune cell 

expression. Immune mediated chemosensitivity to platinum and taxol based therapy in HGSC 

could present a classifier for patient stratification in addition to providing novel insights into their 

role in active or underactive TME. Re-educating the chemonaïve TME in selected patients via 

incorporation of accurate predictive biomarkers is key to informing benefit with conventional 

chemotherapy as well as novel immunotherapies. For example, in cases where patients have low 

STAT1 and CD8+ T cell infiltration, IFN stimulation immunotherapy could be used to increase 

STAT1 expression and its downstream targets161. 

Adding to the association between STAT1 expression and CD8+ T cell infiltration is CXCL10, 

which appears to be the link between these two factors. One limitation encountered in this study 

is the use of the ID8 mouse model. Although this mouse model recapitulates HGSC disease 

progression and metastasis and allows for study on the TME, it fails to reflect the mutational 

burden and other cancer cell intrinsic alterations commonly associated with human HGSC 
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tumours. Future studies using a xenograft mouse model with reintroduced T cells is needed to 

explore the effects of CXCL10 with these additional challenges. Furthermore, an important 

component missing from this study is the role of CXCL10 in response to chemotherapy. Finally, 

the use of CXCL10 as a potential immunomodulatory therapy could be studied by using 

recombinant CXCL10 protein or via IFNα in combination with chemotherapy to enhance immune 

mediated sensitivity.  

Overall, these findings provide compelling evidence towards the role of STAT1 and CXCL10 on 

disease progression and the TME of HSGC (Figure 4.1). The importance of STAT1 and CXCL10 

in HGSC cannot be overlooked and could be used in the future for patient stratification and 

immunotherapy to improve patient prognosis. 
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Figure 4.1 Role of STAT1 and CXCL10 on HGSC TME and chemotherapy response 

Tumour cell intrinsic differential STAT1 expression in the TME can be regulated via interferon 

stimulation, genetics or regulatory mechanisms. Increased STAT1 expression in the TME induces 

CXCL10 expression in tumour cell, which binds to the receptor CXCR3 found in cytotoxic CD8+ 

T cells. These cells are recruited to the TME and kill the tumours. At the same time, CXCL10 

also binds to its receptor found on tumour cells, which induces further activation of STAT1 via a 

positive feedback loop. In the high STAT1 scenario, the tumours exhibit increased 

chemosensitivity by increased CXCL10 production and intratumoural cytotoxic CD8+ T cell 

infiltration. In the low STAT1 expression scenario, the tumours exhibit chemoresistance due to 

decreased CXCL10 expression and intratumoural cytotoxic CD8+ T cell infiltration. 
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Appendix A 

Mouse Cytokine Array/Chemokine Array 31-Plex (Eve Technologies 

Corporation) 

Cytokines Sensitivity (pg/mL) 

Eotaxin 0.4 

G-CSF 0.5 

GM-CSF 10.9 

IFNγ 0.4 

IL-1α 10.3 

IL-1β 5.4 

IL-2 0.6 

IL-3 0.7 

IL-4 0.2 

IL-5 0.3 

IL-6 0.4 

IL-7 1.4 

IL-9 17.3 

IL-10 1.2 

IL-12 (p40) 3.9 

IL-12 (p70) 4.8 

IL-13 33.3 

IL-15 7.4 

IL-17A 0.2 

CXCL10 0.1 

CXCL9 1.8 

LIF 0.5 

LIX 22.1 

MCP-1 6.7 

M-CSF 3.5 

MIG 2.4 
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MIP-1α 7.7 

MIP-1β 11.9 

MIP-2 30.6 

RANTES 2.7 

TNFα 1.7 

VEGF 0.1 
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Appendix B 

Differentially expressed genes in the tumours from mice injected with ID8-CXCL10-

OX cells relative to tumours from mice injected with ID8-VC cells and their 

associated functions as determined by immune transcriptomic profiling 

 
Gene 

Name 

Log2 fold 

change 
P-value Associated Functions 

1 Cybb 0.946 0.000512 Transporter Functions 

2 Alcam 1.16 0.000621 Adhesion 

3 H2.K1 1.22 0.000729 
Antigen Processing, MHC class I & II, NK Cell 

Functions, T-Cell Functions 

4 Tnfrsf4 0.597 0.000979 
Apoptosis, T-Cell Functions, TNF Superfamily, 

Transcription Factors 

5 Clec5a 1.68 0.00118 Apoptosis, Cytokines 

6 C1s1 1.45 0.00146 Complement Pathway 

7 Casp1 1.61 0.00164 Cytokines, Interleukins, Microglial Functions 

8 Fcgr1 1.09 0.00178 
Antigen Processing, MHC class I & II, Transporter 

Functions 

9 Klrb1 1.43 0.00228 NK Cell Functions 

10 Tnfrsf11b 0.872 0.0026 Adhesion, Apoptosis, TNF Superfamily 

11 Tlr1 1.45 0.00283 Leukocyte Functions, TLR 

12 Ly96 0.952 0.00303 
B-Cell Functions, Cytokines, Dendritic Cell 

Functions, Transporter Functions 

13 Clec4a2 1.13 0.00315  

14 Pvr -0.485 0.00319 Adhesion, NK Cell Functions, T-Cell Functions 

15 Irak4 0.873 0.00325 
Interleukins, T-Cell Functions, Transcription 

Factors 

16 Cxcr3 1.67 0.00336 Chemokines, Cytokines, T-Cell Functions 

17 Ebi3 0.78 0.00339 Cytokines, Interleukins 

18 C4b 0.948 0.00362 Complement Pathway 

19 H2.D1 1 0.00392 
Antigen Processing, MHC class I & II, T-Cell 

Functions 

20 Selplg 0.976 0.00429 Senescence 
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21 Tgfbr2 0.572 0.00446  

22 Cd3g 1.76 0.0046 Apoptosis, T-Cell Functions, Transporter Functions 

23 Ccl8 1.65 0.00485 Cancer Progression, Chemokines, Cytokines 

24 St6gal1 0.963 0.00492 Cytokines, T-Cell Functions, Transcription Factors 

25 Stat1 1.53 0.00494  

26 H2.Dma 1.17 0.00502  

27 Icam1 1.63 0.00526 Adhesion 

28 App 0.356 0.00572 Apoptosis, Cell Cycle, Transporter Functions 

29 Tgfbr1 0.752 0.00581 Apoptosis, Cancer Progression 

30 C1qa 1.01 0.00597 Complement Pathway 

31 Irf4 1.46 0.00615 Senescence, Transcription Factors 

32 Ctsh 0.538 0.00615 Apoptosis, MHC class I & II, T-Cell Functions 

33 Cd3e 1.38 0.0062 Interferon, Interleukins, T-Cell Functions 

34 Hspb2 -0.721 0.00624 

Antigen Processing, Leukocyte Functions, T-Cell 

Functions, Transcription Factors, Transporter 

Functions 

35 C1ra 1.02 0.00668 Complement Pathway 

36 Vwf -0.577 0.00733 Apoptosis 

37 Cd84 0.835 0.00738 Adhesion 

38 Tigit 1.22 0.00742  

39 Tnfsf12 0.908 0.00763 Cytokines, TNF Superfamily 

40 Il10ra 1.16 0.00833 B-Cell Functions, Cytokines, Interleukins 

41 Stat2 0.857 0.00871 Transcription Factors 

42 Nfkb2 0.65 0.00936 
Macrophage Functions, Pathogen Response, TLR, 

Transcription Factors 

43 Cd6 1.04 0.0094 Adhesion 

44 Ddx58 0.428 0.00975 Interferon, Transcription Factors 

45 Cd48 1.32 0.0104 T-Cell Functions 

46 Gpr183 1.37 0.0113 B-Cell Functions 

47 Ulbp1 0.893 0.0115  

48 Jam3 1.54 0.0115 
Apoptosis, Pathogen Response, Transcription 

Factors 

49 Itgam 0.888 0.0117 Adhesion, T-Cell Functions 
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50 Ifit2 -0.263 0.0119 Interferon 

51 Epcam 1.48 0.0119  

52 Lyz2 1.56 0.0124 
Adhesion, Cell Cycle, Senescence, Transporter 

Functions 

53 Itk 1.22 0.0126 Chemokines, Cytokines, T-Cell Functions 

54 Cebpb -0.478 0.0126 T-Cell Functions, Transcription Factors 

55 Tnfsf11 1.03 0.0129 Apoptosis, Cytokines, TNF Superfamily 

56 Cd180 1.12 0.0133  

57 Cd200r1 1.81 0.0133 B-Cell Functions 

58 Slamf7 1.88 0.0134 Antigen Processing, Transporter Functions 

59 Cmklr1 0.734 0.0136 
Chemokines, Interleukins, Macrophage Functions, 

Transcription Factors 

60 Ly9 0.981 0.0139 Pathogen Response 

61 H2.DMb2 1.44 0.014 Antigen Processing 

62 Cfb 1.12 0.0141 Complement Pathway 

63 Map3k5 0.894 0.0143 Apoptosis, T-Cell Functions, TLR 

64 H2.Aa 1.25 0.0149 
Antigen Processing, Interferon, MHC class I & II, 

T-Cell Functions 

65 Pik3cd 1.52 0.0151 Apoptosis 

66 Cd247 1.06 0.0152 NK Cell Functions, T-Cell Functions 

67 Ctss 0.911 0.0153  

68 Zbp1 1.55 0.0154  

69 Ccl12 1.86 0.0158 Chemokines, Cytokines 

70 Tnfrsf17 1.2 0.0163 TNF Superfamily 

71 Mefv 1.07 0.0166 
Adhesion, Apoptosis, NK Cell Functions, 

Transporter Functions 

72 Xbp1 0.622 0.0167 Chemokines, Cytokines, T-Cell Functions 

73 Flt3 1.31 0.0176 B-Cell Functions, Cytokines, T-Cell Functions 

74 Ccl6 1.47 0.018 Chemokines, Cytokines 

75 Tie1 -1.1 0.018 Interleukins, T-Cell Functions 

76 Hck 0.504 0.0182  

77 Tlr8 0.666 0.0187 
Chemokines, Interleukins, TLR, Transcription 

Factors, Transporter Functions 
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78 Mapk8 -0.419 0.0192 Interleukins, TLR 

79 C2 0.918 0.0201 Complement Pathway 

80 Smpd3 0.707 0.0202 Cell Cycle 

81 Tlr2 0.631 0.0203 
Chemokines, Interleukins, Pathogen Response, 

TLR, Transcription Factors, Transporter Functions 

82 Lcp1 0.884 0.0207 T-Cell Functions 

83 Cxcl14 1.33 0.0208 Chemokines, Cytokines 

84 Emr1 1.28 0.021  

85 Tapbp 0.67 0.0211 Interferon, Pathogen Response, TLR 

86 Blnk 1.09 0.0214 B-Cell Functions 

87 Cmah 1.25 0.022 Transporter Functions 

88 Ccl2 1.36 0.0222 

Chemokines, Cytokines, Interleukins, Macrophage 

Functions, NK Cell Functions, Pathogen Response, 

T-Cell Functions 

89 Clec7a 1.63 0.0229 Leukocyte Functions, Transporter Functions 

90 Tgfb3 0.696 0.0233 Apoptosis, Cancer Progression 

91 Cd68 0.896 0.0239  

92 Tlr4 1.42 0.024 Interleukins, TLR 

93 Mpo -3.29 0.0242 Antigen Processing, MHC class I & II 

94 Csf1 0.819 0.0247 
Cytokines, Macrophage Functions, Transporter 

Functions 

95 Pparg -0.629 0.0248 Chemokines 

96 Trem2 0.811 0.0253 
Apoptosis, Cell Cycle, Senescence, T-Cell 

Functions 

97 Psmd7 -0.27 0.0257 Apoptosis, Pathogen Response 

98 Vegfa -1.63 0.0266 Cancer Progression 

99 Psmb8 1.01 0.0268 Antigen Processing 

100 Stat5b 0.0981 0.0268 

B-Cell Functions, Interleukins, Leukocyte 

Functions, Macrophage Functions, T-Cell 

Functions, Transporter Functions 

101 Nup107 -0.422 0.0281 Transporter Functions 

102 Ccr1 1.43 0.0284 
Chemokines, Cytokines, Dendritic Cell Functions, 

Leukocyte Functions, Transporter Functions 
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103 Il2rg 1.29 0.0291 Apoptosis, Interleukins, Leukocyte Functions 

104 Socs1 0.976 0.0293 T-Cell Functions 

105 Cfp 0.931 0.0294 Cancer Progression, Complement Pathway 

106 Csf1r 0.587 0.0296 Chemokines, Cytokines, Macrophage Functions 

107 Ripk2 0.639 0.0298 
Macrophage Functions, T-Cell Functions, 

Transcription Factors 

108 Cxcl16 1.13 0.0298 Chemokines, Cytokines, Interferon 

109 Bst1 0.933 0.03  

110 Ncf4 0.974 0.0304 
Cell Cycle, T-Cell Functions, Transporter 

Functions 

111 H2.Ab1 1.11 0.0307 
Antigen Processing, MHC class I & II, T-Cell 

Functions 

112 Pik3cg 0.832 0.0311 Cell Cycle, Cytokines 

113 Cd40lg 1.19 0.0315 

B-Cell Functions, Cytokines, Dendritic Cell 

Functions, Interleukins, MHC class I & II, T-Cell 

Functions, TNF Superfamily 

114 Gpi1 -0.502 0.0323 Apoptosis, Cytokines 

115 Txk 0.68 0.0327 Apoptosis, Cell Cycle 

116 Thbd 0.627 0.0333 Adhesion, T-Cell Functions 

117 Cd80 1.25 0.0336 T-Cell Functions 

118 Entpd1 1.07 0.034  

119 Ly86 1.31 0.0357 Adhesion 

120 Ada 0.934 0.0358 Adhesion, B-Cell Functions, T-Cell Functions 

121 Cma1 0.741 0.0373 Cancer Progression, Interleukins, T-Cell Functions 

122 Cd83 0.999 0.0375 
B-Cell Functions, Dendritic Cell Functions, 

Interleukins, T-Cell Functions 

123 Ccl17 -1.19 0.0379 Chemokines, Cytokines 

124 Irf3 0.395 0.0389 
Interleukins, T-Cell Functions, TLR, Transcription 

Factors 

125 Fos -1.74 0.039 Pathogen Response, Transcription Factors 

126 Itga2b -2.13 0.0392 Adhesion, Leukocyte Functions 

127 Cd28 0.32 0.0394 B-Cell Functions, Interleukins, T-Cell Functions 

128 Stat4 1.39 0.0406 Cytokines, T-Cell Functions, Transcription Factors 
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129 Tlr6 0.461 0.0408 
Chemokines, Interleukins, Microglial Functions, 

Pathogen Response, TLR 

130 Tap1 0.608 0.0411 
Antigen Processing, MHC class I & II, Transporter 

Functions 

131 Lilra5 0.882 0.0412 Apoptosis 

132 Casp8 0.501 0.0413 
Apoptosis, Cancer Progression, Macrophage 

Functions 

133 Chil3 -3.19 0.0415  

134 Abca1 0.396 0.0418 Transporter Functions 

135 Cxcr6 2.87 0.0424 Chemokines 

136 C3 0.864 0.0425 
Cancer Progression, Complement Pathway, 

Transporter Functions 

137 Fcer1g 0.314 0.0443 
Antigen Processing, Interleukins, MHC class I & 

II, Transporter Functions 

138 Bcl2l1 -0.706 0.0449 Apoptosis, Cytokines 

139 Cfd -2.41 0.0452 Complement Pathway 

140 H2.DMb1 1.28 0.0458 Antigen Processing, MHC class I & II 

141 Map2k2 -0.165 0.0459 Apoptosis 

142 Tnfsf13b 0.974 0.0461 
Apoptosis, Cytokines, T-Cell Functions, TNF 

Superfamily 

143 Lta 0.959 0.0468 Cytokines, Pathogen Response, TNF Superfamily 

144 Irak1 0.303 0.0471 
Cytokines, Interleukins, TLR, Transcription 

Factors 

145 Gbp2b 2.33 0.0471  

146 Dpp4 1.01 0.0473 B-Cell Functions, T-Cell Functions 

147 Myd88 0.528 0.0475 Adhesion, NK Cell Functions 

148 Gbp5 1.38 0.0476 Interferon 

149 C1qb 1 0.0479 Complement Pathway 

150 Angpt2 -0.643 0.0485 Adhesion, Cancer Progression 

151 Tlr9 1.21 0.0485 T-Cell Functions, Transporter Functions 

152 Il34 0.536 0.0486 

B-Cell Functions, Chemokines, Cytokines, 

Interleukins, Macrophage Functions, T-Cell 

Functions, Transcription Factors, Transporter 
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Functions 

153 Mif -1.07 0.0486 NK Cell Functions, T-Cell Functions 

154 Klra2 1.29 0.0492 NK Cell Functions 

155 Elane -2.41 0.0494 
Chemokines, Cytokines, Interleukins, Leukocyte 

Functions 

156 Mapk1 -0.275 0.0496  

157 Slamf6 1.46 0.0496 NK Cell Functions 

 


